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rate of discount for all parts of the
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it, he said, until he was almost upon
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that he did not believe the federal
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of the country.
on the engineer," said Mr. Whaley,
"but in view of the foggy conditions,
"The rate of discount would really
New Haven, Conn., Sept. 3. The in- a question to be determined is whether
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 3. Americans
Coaticook. Quebec, Sept. 3. Harry be fixed by conditions in the region of
Washington, O. C, Sept. 3. The
San Francisco, Calif., Sejt. 3. With,
the reserve bank," he said, "and the
terstate commerce commission will be- (he was running too fast under the Pullman company Is to be made a arriving here from Chihuahua report K, Thaw arrived here at. 4:13 p. in.
the
strongest testimony held in reserve
circumstances."
reserve
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Sherbrooke, Que., Sept. 3. Harry federal
gin a public inquiry here Friday into
ti1 the last, the government closed toChief Engineer Elwell said tonight party to the interstate commerce com- that a boycott is being worked by na- Thaw today lost his fight to defy de- promulgate that rate."
the cause of the wreck of the Bar Har- that the New Haven had been advised mission's investigation into the Wall- - tives there against all things Ameriday its prosecution of F. Drew Cami-nett- i
portation by remaining in the Sherbor express, telescoped yesterday by twice by the public utilities commis- ingford wreck. The commission will can and that no money Is being spent brooke jail.
under the Mann white slave trafPEGOUD HAS MANY MORE
with American stores and shopkeepthe White Mountain express seven sion to abolish the "banjo" system,
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the judge's chamber in silence. I want soon to show that, it is pos- sistant District Attorney Atkinson on
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sible for an aeroplane to turn over the way back from Reno to Sacrautilities commission of the state to sit
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commission, arrived here and served caused a panic among the population
Mrs. Edward Sanders arrived here the shoulder and placed him officially periments demonstrate,
notice on President Elliott of the New of this city
vinced they will, that security may said on that trip, though correct!
It lasted only to furnish statement at the earliest today from Parral, bringing one of the under arrest as an undesirable alien.
Haven road that he would expect the six seconds. The people, already
be attained In an aeroplane, I will be reported, by Doan, was part of a prepossible date showing number of cars first coins turned out of the rebel
The crowd then surged from the satisfied."
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by Caminetti to assist District Attorthe scene of the wreck early yeBterday
is needed Marfa, Texas, with friends, says Kie
information imperatively
Lawyers working for and against SPECIAL SENATE COMMITTEE RESUMES ney Atkinson, of Sacramento county,
and after having made an investigaon the way back from Reno, after the
for use in New Haven wreck investi- rebels are levying forced loans in Par- the deportation and return to Mattea- tion, released the wreckage to the
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"Did you tell Lola Norris that yoi ud
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of the American par Association this
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"1 believe 1 did,"
Caminetti
Maine.
the special senate committee today by
lions of its present capital was a gift rival at Vera Cruz of a party of mis- or Friday.
New Haven, Conn.,
swered.
Sept. 3. The meeting.
largely from Mexico City.
The courts ruling will be rendered M. T. Davis, president of the Cabin
This, the last day of the American to stockholders during the last twenty sionaries,
formal inquiry by the Interstate com"I don't want to make any statesail for the United States tomor- in writing and he agreed to summon Creek Consolidated Coal company.
merce commission into the Walling-for- d Bar Association's meeting, was devot- years. Am sending same telegram to They
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Workers to organize our field was the and children and
in the New Haven line's latest tragedy tion and the Association of American
Commissioner McChord wired Mayor ing asked permission to remain, have
marry her?"
of the most eminent criminal lawyers cause of the strike," said Davis.
were under detention by the coroner's Law schools.
FitzGerald that he already had called been sent new orders allowing them in
"Yes, I did."
the dominion, came here today to
"The trouble came from the outside
Papers were read at the Bar Asso on the Pullman company for data as to use discretion.
order.
Doan testified that a clipping from
reinforce the Thaw lawyers. He was
Meanwhile the machinery for the ciation symposium by William C. Hook to its cars, and that the information
The board has heard nothing from retained in the case some time ago rather than from the inside. There a Sacramento newspaper in which,
hnil hom n n trmihlc until Afflinr
Kansas, juage oi me reaerai circuit received would be used in the New the missioHaries at Guadalajara,
usual county, state and federal inveswas printed an interview with Caini-- i
but up till now has taken no active Jones made her
tigation was in motion. Coroner Mix !court of appeals: Judge X. Charles Haven investigation.
and Mazatlan.
speech last August. netti telegraphed
Uneasiness is part in the fight.
from Reno, wad
and Chief Engineer Elwell of the state BurKe, or ine Maryland court: or apCommissioner McChord read news felt for those at Torreon.
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The Southern Fmsbyterian commit- at 10:30 and with the consent of both the men, although all knew they were terview he was
public utilities commission resumed
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Florida.
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Some
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stay
would soon be apnounced.
an"I believe I did," Caminetti
the briefest briefs and make the short- sured the commission the wreck would
Altschul, Wm., Norfolk, Va.
Washington, T). C, Sept. 3. With
Hutchinson's voice trembled the creek if guards were not kept, swered, "although I didn't Intend to
be preserved for inspection.
the return of President Wilson from as Judge
Armstrong, Margaret, Washington, est arguments."
he read the decision, which in ef- Davis said, and added that the peace
"We wired the railroad not to burn the summer white house and the arqU0ted
D. C.
Judge Burke's subject was: "Legal
fect started Stanford White's slayer of the community had been much bet
the wreckage and received a reply rival of William
Procedure and Social ."Unrest."
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tention. But it seems they have burn- ico for the administration, interest in judge's
Mr. Atkinson had turned to Lola
Davis, Emilie Kennedy, Philadelphia
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ed not to be directed against the
ed the wreckage any way.
hardly hold the parchment.
don't the Mexican situation was revived.
Fox, Samuel Crozier, Philadelphia.
Norris, Doan testified. "Do you think,"
'
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who
had
the
his
Thaw did not take
guards
eyes
know what we can do about it."
Green, Albert, New York.
FOR MAYOR AS
repeated Doan, reading the question
Secretary Bryan announced that no
Information reached Commissioner word had been received from John reauer. In his right hand Thaw held ed tlie guards, but was directed from his notes, "that he (Caminetti)
Hotchkiss, Royal A., New Haven.
AN INDEPENDENT McChord today that efforts were be- Lind, who still remains at Vera limply two little pennants of the fair, against men working in the mines.
would marry you now?"
Hotchkiss, Philo, his brother.
i
Mr. Hale, who
"1 know he would," was the conaccompanied which a little girl had thrust upon
Izani, Harry K., New York.
ing made by New Haven officials to Cruz.
New York, Sept. 3. Voters from all conduct the investigation of the wreck Mr. Lind from Mexico City, was said him. There were forty persons in the
Koga, Geo. T., New York.
answer.
fident
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Marvin, Dr. Joseph B.,- Louisville, sections of New York city crowded in secret. He Immediately telegraph- to be the bearer of personal mes- - judge's chamber. The court's reading
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askKy.
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slow,
president.
AND SENATE CAN
ed Chief Inspector W. H. Belnap:
city hall park this afternoon and
"Would you?" he asked.
late today for a lecture engage-- (ions that he would sustain the writ,
Marvin, Mrs. Joseph B., Louisville, ed Mayor Gaynor to become an inde
"Have man at all meetings of cor"Yes."
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developments
Marlin,
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graphs that this became positive,
his own questions of Lola Norris,
get what is said and done. Our re- few
and.
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Wilson
with
Daniel
The gathering was more like a New ports indicate secret investigations beNeal, Jr., Over
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McQuillan,
Th(! court heli briefly, that Thaw
Washington, D. C Sept. 3. Repreandiscuss inquiries by Americans re- - waH bping connne(1 illegally and that sentative Underwood, leader of the Doan said, and these were the
brook, N. Y.
England town meeting than a formal ing held."
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to
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.
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i
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Mary Jane, 65 years old, family history of the city. The voters parad- McChord.
hope
dispose
release.
prisoner's
ask"The public is entitled to and Mr. Hale were arranged for late
name not yet ascertained.
ed from their homes in the various
ence between house and senate in con- grounds of cruelty?" Caminetti
"
It was the third serious wreck boroughs, armed with banners, flags know the facts end it will get then today Mr. Bryan said that he would!
ference in less than two weeks," said ed.
"Yes," said the girl, and then turnconfer with Mr. Hale tomorrow.
which the New Haven has suffered and thousands of shovels the latter
Mr.
Underwood. "I am not disposed to
to Atkinson, added: 'Mr. CamiMr. Hale arrived today. He disclaim- BANKERS SUGGEST NEW
within a year, and Inaugurated the signifying their approval of Mayor
fight the senate for the purpose of ing
me he'd be much happier it
Elliott, the newly elected head of the Gaynor's work in subway construc- SEAMEN ARE DROWNED ed that he carried file original of any
maintaining all the house provisions. netti told
eruditions were different at his home
of the Gamboa notes or any personal
road. Mr. Elliott, returning from his tion. The shovel had been chosen as
no
are
differences
There
of
principle
MONETARY IDEAS
summer home in New Hampshire to the official party emblem for the Gay
messages from Mr. Lind to the presi- involved. I believe the senate has and he said that physical cruelty
AT NEWPORT NEWS dent,
or to Secretary Bryan.
assume nis duties, passed over tne nor campaign.
cut too much revenue from the bill would be the ground for his
"
T don't see why so much import- j
scene of the wreck in an earlier
Her-Jacob H. Schiff, the banker;
and if 1 can convince the conferees
COMMITTEE
HEARS
ance has been attached to my move- - SENATE BANKING
"What did Mr. Caminetti say about
train, less than an hour before.
man Ridder, and R. Ross
I think
are
estimate
my
that
correct,
Appleton,
The New Haven officials were frank head of the "Gaynor league" escorted HURRICANE AND WATERSPOUT
ments." he said. "I simply am a priv- BRING
the senate will be willing to put some hit' family relationship about his
SPOKESMAN FROM RECENT BANKERS
ate traveler who has found Mexico an
to admit that- the
elder daughter?" Atkinson asked.
"banjo" Mayor Gaynor to the front steps of
of the revenue back."
TO LOWER
DEVASTATION
CHESAPEAKE.
CONFERENCE GIVE HIS IDEAS ON THE
interesting field during the last few
signal, which on this part of the line the city hall, where they stood for five
"He said that was the only regret
1
have
information
had not yet been replaced by the minutes, bowing to the cheering
Any
STEAMER MOBJACK REPORTED SUNK weeks.
h. had at leaving his family, that he
PRESENT BILL AND THE REAL NEEDS
LEAD
MIGHT
INTERVENTION
dis-gathered is, of course, at the
semaphore system, recommended by crowds. The mayor, who recently suf-- !
TO GENERAL MASSACRE. loved her and grieved at. leaving her.
WITH SEVERAL LIVES LOST.
OF THE SITUATION.
the public utilities commission last fered an attack of his old throat trou- posa.l of the president and the state j
He said if he got a divorce he might
t , December, in a measure was respo- ble, looked pale and drawn.
department, if they care for it."
San Francisco, Sept. 3. More than bring the child with him later."
Warlike
The
Yaquis.
nsible for the wreck, although the quesWith this reply,
News,
NV'vport
Sept. 3. Three
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. The half of the 120 passengers who ar
tion as to whether the engineer of the POTATO CROP SHORT
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 3. Threatened
officers and five men of the
as re-- kind of national paper currency the rived today on the Pacific Mail liner closed and the government announced
the
of
White Mountain train, Augustus B.
Indians,
Yaqui
uprisings
PRICES GO UP TEN CENTS.
Nebraska, were drowned to- ported yesterday by American refu-- American Bankers association would City of Para, from south coast ports, (hat it had no other witnesses to call.
Miller, was making too much speed,
day when one of the ship's launches gees arriving here, which menace the like established in place of the United were refugees from Mexico,
vho the defense made ready to present ita
under the weather conditions, is un
Chicago, III., Sept. 3. Epicures was wrecked In the hurricane sweep- supremacy of the Sonora insurgent States treasury notes proposed by the brought new stories of murder and case.
der Investigation.
whose ideals of a repast Includes big ing the coast here.
Except for a few minutes of minor
state government, are but a repetition administration currency bill was out- pillage in that troubled country.
Under the '"banjo" system, as soon
The Old Dominion liner Mobjack is of outbreaks that dot the history of lined to the senate banking committee
J. C. Ingram, who was United testimony to be introduced, the govas a train passes n signal it shows baked potatoes, French fried or any
other
a
suffered
shock
serious
variety,
reported sunk in the bay with a crew Mexico.
Since the Spanish invasion today by bankers who declared they Stales vice consul at La Vat, arrived ernment completed yesieiday its caoe
red and automatically opens the signal into the previous block allowing today, a leading crop expert here an of eight and some passengers. The re- - this most warlike tribe of Mexican In- - did not favor asset currency or notes with his family. He said that while against F. Drew Caminetti, whom it
that
the
this
nouncing
potato crop
nnrt iH llnnnnfirmBJ,
nri tho n,,., h
liu iif,iiiiug a ua i cel. seeks on four counts to prove guilty
a train to erier.
dians frequently lias been In arms secured by the general credit of indi Lari r iiou
Both trains were more than an hour year would be 100,000,000 bushels do information.
the existing government. The vidual banks because of the danger of conditions were altogether unsettled of violating the Mann white slave trafagainst
short
of
last
year.
late. The two trains passed Willing-ford- ,
The Nebraska is at anchor off Fort Yaquis have been less troublesome to "wild cat banking."
jand Americans should heed President fic act by transporting Lola Norris for
Prices for Minnesota and Ohio pota"We believe the notes should be is- - Wilson's warning and get out as quick- - Immoral purposes from her home in
revolt
three miles north of the scene toes
but the shore , wireless has settlers since the present
in the Chicago market 'advanced Monroe,
of the accident, eight minutes apart
by the federal reserve board to Iy as they could obtain transporta- Sacramento to Reno, New
been put out of commission by the against the Huerta government,
8 to 10 cents a bushel.
banks and by them to the public, tion.
storm and communication by small ing taken upon themselves the strug-jthshortly before 7 o'clock. Right ahead today
Lola Norris repeated more fully
A majority of the refugees who were
boats is impossible.
of them was the first section of the
in the Diggs trial the story of
gle of the constitutionalists. Their re- - and that all the federal reserve banks
The men were attempting to make cent demand for a return of their should be responsible for the whole interviewed here, expressed the belief her relations with Caminetti. NecesBar Harbor express, and a .local train, WOMEN ATTACK
MINERS AT CALUMET. shore, when men on the wharves who lands, taken from them during the issue of notes". Baid Sol. Wexler of that intervention
by this country
due to stop at New Haven, three
bore more perthe
miles south of the wreck, led them
had watched their perilous passage, regime of Porfirio Diaz, or perhaps pre-- New Orleans, one of the spokesmen would mean massacres of Americans sarily, andgovernment
more particularly on the
all.
Calumet, Mich., Sept. 3. Women say a water spout struck the launch, vious to his time, offers a perplex-- ; of the recent bankers' conference at who are forced to remain in Mexico. sonally
she and Caminetti played in tbe
attacked
overturned it and men and boat dis ing problem to Governor Maytorena Chicago.
They contradicted reports that a wave part
According to the officials, an engl- - strike picketB
t neer may pass a "banjo" signal set at miners today in the streets of Red appeared In the waves and spume. The and General Obregon, in command of
Senator Reed, declared he was of patriotism and adherence to Huer- determinations and acts of the four
of them, and the
rred after he has brought his train to Jacket and turned on cavalrymen, hurricane, which, has been blowing the state troops. Originally the Ya- "wedded to no particular plan," and ta was sweeping over the country.
When the City of Para sailed from dwelt more heavily on her share in
ta. stop. This, according to the rail- throwing stones and cans. Two wom- since early morning, is accompanied quis owned a large portion of the throughout the hearing witnesses were
road officials, tho. engineer of the en were arrested and are held for by almost blinding downpours of rain, richest lands of tbe state, and they questioned with freedom, indicating Mazatlan a week ago it had to leave the responsibility for her own down'
Bar Harbor express did, and then trial. The mounted patrol used force but the battleship seemed to be rid- have been joined in their demands for that the committee would take up the behind more than a hundred Ameri- fall. The wife and mother of the
'
came to another stop about 100 feet on In driving back the woman and strik- ing It well, despite tugging on the anadministration bill with open minds. cans for whom there was no room on
the other side of the signal, a mile ers.
(Continued on Page Four.)
The chief evils of the present bank- tbe vessel.
chors.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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JUSTICE DONE

True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes

THOUGH

ACTION, BUT THE RIGHT FINALLY
LEADERS ON

BOTH

SOCIETIES

TAX

SEATING OF M'DONALD WAS BELATED

VAILED

SEEKS TO Obstinate Acne

PICNIC TO
5HOP AT OUR.
STOHE-LOT- S
OP
GOOD THINGS AT

Fine

Remedy that Clears
Skin of Pimples on Cheeks,
Temples, Sides of Nose
and Chin.

AND CLUBS

PRE-

SIDES IN

3, 1913.

IT IS A

Quickly Yields

IT WAS LATE
THE

COUNCIL

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

TEMPTING PfclCCS- -

CITY FATHERS TELL "CITY MOTHERS"

OPPOSITION.

THEY

WILL

NOT

LOWER

SALOON

Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. By
LICENSE, BUT WILL GO AFTER
fi.rmal action, taken on August 2Gtli,
the house of representatives has at
ORGANI
SOCIAL ANO FRATERNAL
length done justice lo William J. Mac-- i
the Progressive who was
Donald,
ZATIONS, HGTELS & DRUG STORES,
elected to congress from the 12th
Michigan district last November, but
whose seat the Republican board of NICE LEGAL POINT
canvassers atttempted to steal from
Arne atfocka the glandular structure
him by counting 4,"8 pf his votes for a
particularly those
IS HEREBY RAISED iff the skin, moresecrete
fat.
t.ny glands that
mythical person for whom they were
S. S. S., the famous
And
is
here
it
that
not cast.
hi nod purifier ib most active in its
influence,
The committee on elections, which
Can a club, lodge, faternal organiza-had made an exhaustive investigation tion or society be made to pay a liquor ,
'."..mSa!.
of the case, had previously reported icence wuen tne "(lnnKs are sola tor
tissues that they select
is In theblood
the
nutriment
that
the
no
or
Individual's profit? Can a social
unanimously in favor of seating
n::ikes new skin and thus eliminates
The resolution carrying that fraternal organization, which sells all
and
irritants, acids
parasites thut
report into effect was debated for liquor only to members aud their infliime the glands. There is a natural
of the fine network of blood
about two hours in the house, and was guests, be classed as a saloon which
vi.sels in the skin to throw off Impurl-tlefinally udopted by a vote of 175 to (i. sells to any man who comes along
but where a persistent InflammaThe voting opposition was confined en-- with a thirst and the price of a quench tion process has invaded the skin, the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
!
er
natural
repair work of the blood is into
Democrats, but Representa-- ;
tirely
th3 stimuThese questions have arisen in terfered with. It 8.requires
tive
of
the
.Mann,
Illinois,
S. S. to overcome
Republican
latingof
Point
activity of
the Southwest.
'The West
council
of
the
view
of
the
action
city
Htich morbid conditions. Tf you have
standpat leader, joined in the opposi-- I
tion of Mr. MacDonald that was dis-- i last night imposing a licence of five lieena troubled with acne, do not despulr
Ranked a "Distinguished
cure.
on clubs and of
hundred
dollars
($500)
played in the debate. No quertion was
You can get S. S. S. In any drus
sellInstitution " by the U S.
raised as to the validity of Mr. Mao-- ! social or fraternal organizations
store, hut insist upon having it. Take
in quantities of less no chance with a substitute.
And if
War Department.
Donald's election. The only point ing Intoxicants
ithan five tallons or less than a dozen your blond condition is such that you
was
that he bottles and a license of one hundred would line to consult a specialist
Located in the beautiful Pecoi
brought up against him
had failed to file a supplemental state-- I
freelv, address the Medical Dept., The
Valley, J.700 feelabove sea level,
dollars additional for selling in larger Swlft
Kpe(.,flc company, 181 Swift fildg..
sunshine every day. Open air
meat of his campaign contributions
tlant.-iC,n
work throughout the entire sesi'nd expenses, required under the cam-- j quantities,
readfirst
The ordinance passed its
Conditions for physical
sion,
Graham County.
paign publicity law, within the thirty ing and will be advertised.
aod mental development are
days allowed by the statute for that
Observing the officers, the girl,
IDEAL such as cannot be found
submitted was
ordinance
Another
known as Singing Bessie to the
elsewhere in America. Fourpurpose. It appeared that Mr. Mac-- j
lian
annual
stores
pay
making drug
ithe wind-:nteen officers and instructors, all
Donald
had complied substantially cense
of one thousand dollars ($1,000) nountaineers, crept along
' graduates from standard Eastmountain trail until she reached
with the law by filing on October 26th,
is
not
which
prefor
selling liquor
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
just prior to the election, a statement scribed by a regular physician. This the laurel and other underbrush. The
modern in every respect.
which in fact covered practically the took the form of an amendment to the officers saw her, 'but discounted her
keen intellect so far as her devotion
Resents
whole of his campaign fund. It also
present ordinance on the subject of to friends was concerned. iShe was
E. A. CAHOOM. President.
he was the district at-- liquor licenses.
that
appeared
J. E. RHEA,
soon lost sight of and forgotten for
tomey of his own county, and imme- The action of the council was th" the time being.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
the
election
had
devoted subject of conversation throughout the
diately after
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
Then the officers two miles distant
himself to court work for a long time,
W. A. P1NLAY.
city today in view of the presence
They gave
been
in the trial of here of the lodge of the Elks and of saw the girl running.
having
engaged
catalillustrated
and
e For particulars
ginl knew
chase, but the
some
cases.
final
His
fifty
separate
club.
Fe
Santa
the
ogue, address,
the ins and out of the rocky moun- statement was filed on April Kith of
If the ordinance should be passed.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
this year, and it appeared that there can it be made to stick? When asked rntnft hotter thn n Iipp nn ran ore ntirt
,ghe ,e(J them a chage fQp fiye mjleg
had been no material additions to the
about the matter today the attorney Buch a8 they ha, neyep hftd hefore
items set forth in the October stategeneral of New Mexico, rrank
she scaled bowlders and fallen logs
ment.
Clancy, admitted that there is room and wa(jed ov(?r smart
t0
Htreamg
The effort of a very small number for a great deal of argument on tn" reach her friends.
of Democrats and
of Republican subject. The attorney general noes
She got there four hours ahead of
Leader Mann to make capital out of not believe, however, that, a city mat the Government
officers, and when the
come
to
is
this
kind
up
of
ter
likely
this Incident recalls the vigor with
latter arrived their prey fled. The
an
for
him
before
opinion.
which both the Democrats and Repubmen took to the mountains and tha
licans have fought tUe efforts of RepProminent clubmpn said that social
The girl is said to
PHONE 85 MAIN.
on
the girl disappeared.
resentative Murdock, the Progressive organizations have but to insist
have sustained a broken arm in her
to
floor leader of the house,
to have "individual bottle" arrangement
mad race, but lier friends carried her
printed as a public document all the make such an ordinance "futile folly." off to be attended to. Revenue officers
"The
said
clubmen
nervously:
Other
statements
of
campaign contributions
FACTORY WOOD
Henry, Shelton and Brown reported
SWASTIKA LUMP
and expenditures filed with the clerk individual bottle system makes the the case to their chief, R. S. Sams, of
is
what
and
SAWED WOOD
:
nF
drink
mixed
CERRILLOS LUMP
impossible
ui Liitj uuuse. i uw mw requires mat
a Asheville.
CORD WOOD
such statements Bhall be filed by all more desirable as a beverage than
STEAM COAL
drink?"
mixed
candidates for congress, whether sucANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
NEIGHBORLY ADVICE
Saloon Men Amused.
cessful or unsuccessful. The law also
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
The saloon men seemed amused at
provides a penalty of fine or imprison- the consternation caused by their lit- Freely Given by a Santa Fe Citizen.
ment, or both, for failure to comply
"Five hundred
last night.
with its provisions. It is a notorious tle coup
When one lias suffered tortures
dollars license from a club too much?"
fact, however, that a considerable asked one. "Why, they ought to have fiom a bad back and found relief from
number of candidates at the last sesput it $1,000. The clubs are doing big the aches and pains, that person's adsion have not yet filed such state- - business
in the thirst quenching line." vice is of untold value to friends and
ments. Yet no attempt has been made
To the surprise and delight of a neighbors. The following neighborly
jto do anything in any of these cases. number of "city mothers" prominent udvice comes from a Santa Fe resiOn the contrary, when Mr. Murdock ladies of Santa Fe who appeared be- dent.
proposed that the statements which fore the council last night to protest
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
had been tiled should he printed as a against the lowering of the saloons' Garcia St., Santa Fe, New Mex., says:
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
the
license from $1,000 to $600,
document, so that they might be
"One of my relatives was in a very
stated that this idea had been critical) condition with dropsy and
preserved, he encountered
the vigorous opposition of the leaders abandoned. Then it was explained kidney trouble. She. was attended by
and the rank and file of both the Tory that clubs, fraternal organizations and two or three doctors and they said she
parties.
drug stores were to be made "toe the couldn't be cured. Furthermore, they
The avowed purpose of the cam- line." The ladies expressed their sat- said she would not live more than a
month or so. Doan's Kidney Pills were
paign publicity law was to secure gen- isfaction and withdrew.
In the early part of the session, sevto her notice and she began
uine publicity of these contributions
to brought
council
to
the
ladies
eral
appealed
and expenditures. In point of fact it
them. Four boxes cured her. l
saloon evil. Councilman taking
out
the
wipe
have used Doan's Kidney Pills for
has secured no practical publicity, beACCOUNT OF
a saloon replied:
cause th.e statements are filed with Lopez, who' keeps
which backache that clung to me for quite
"How about the drug store
awhile. One box rid me of the trouble.
the clerk of the house, and are not
sells ten cents worth of alcohol to a
only difficult of access in Washington man who dilutes it with water and Since then, when a cold has settled on
COLORADO-NE- W
but practically wholly inaccessiblo so then
my kidneys and caused a slight attack
gets violently drunk?"
of backache, Doan's Kidney Pills
far as the people of the different conThis sally aroused much laughter.
gressional districts are concerned. If The statement made by one of the have never failed to bring me around
published as a document in accord- feminine orators that it is currently in good shape. I have given a public
ance with Mr. Murdock's proposal they rumored that $30,000 a month passes statement before, telling how good
would be made readily available all over the Santa Fe saloon bars was Doan's Pills are and I am pleased t
over the country, and the people in met by Councilman Lopez with this recommend them again."
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
any district, who are the ones natural- remark: "I haven't seen much of this
Co., Buffalo,
ly most familiar with the campaign money.
I've been trying to sell out cents.
work of their candidate for congress, my saloon for three years. I W'lsh New York, sole agents for the United
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
would have some means of detenum-in- somebody would take a poor paying States.
Jtemember the name Doan's and
whether or not the statements business off my hands." There was
were complete and trustworthy. But more laughter in which the ladies take no other.
thus far Mr. Murdock has beei un- - joined.
Hotel License.
able, in the face of the bipartisan
244 San Francisco St, Santa Fe, N. M.
An amendment to Sec. 92, Chap. 9 of
Democratic-Republicaopposition, to
the city ordinances was offered to
secure action on his proposal.
the wording, thus after the
tJnder the usual practic? such doc- change
word "used."
uments filed with the clerk of the
"Provided further, that persons,
house are kept for only a few months firms,
corporations conducting hotels
and then destroyed. Unless, there- that are more than two hundred and
Once upon a time there was
fore, these statements are printed as fifty yards distant from the center of
THIRTY-THIR- D
a shrewd person who wanted
permanent documents they will cease the plaza be required to pay a license
to have any potential value in a few of five hundred dollars ($500.)"
his business
proposition to
reach a very Influential man.
ninths, and thus the law will be ren-- j It was first worded "only $500" but
He could not get to see him
dered purely a farce,
Councilman Renehan's suggestion to
In person but he learned that
Mr. MacDonald was. sworn In as a strike out the word "only" on the
member of the house immediately ground that it was unnecessary, was
he was a constant reader of a
after the passage of the resolution. accepted. The amendment passed its
certain newspaper.
He will be assigned to places on com firBt reading.
So the man who wanted someIt was explained that this amendmittees, and is already entering Into
thing wrote an advertisement
hotel
De
the
Vargas
the work of representing his district. ment will affect
stating his proposition and
but not hotels close to the plaza; the
worded in the way he believed
saloon
the
regular
latter must pay
SUGGESTIVE GOWNS
would appeal to the ONE MAN
DEGRADE YOUNG WOMEN, license of $1,000.
he wanted to reach.
The amendment to lower the license
1913.
He put It in a prominent place
6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
but
to $600 was then read,
In the newspaper read by the
Asbury Park, Nte. J., Sept 3. "Wo from $1,000
out.
The
tlllllltlllllMIIMI
men who wear the dresses of today the first section was stricken
ONE MAN.
and indorse the new styles are not re- second section allowing a saloon keepHe kept It there and before
on to his license privileges
liold
to
er
With
wo
presentatives of true American
Each Department Overflowing
many days rolled around it did
the
Is required to change
he
even
If
manhood," Bishop Luther Wilson told location of his
just what he hoped it would,
saloon, was passed by
the thousands of persons who attend
brought him to the attention of
council.
the
ed the concluding session of the anthe customer.
nual camp meeting at Ocean Grove
Both profited for this is a
yesterday.
GIRL GIVES WILD
true advertising story.
MIIMItMMMfMM
"The wearers of the latest dresses
Now the point to YOU lies in
CHASE TO SQUAD
tend to degrade the small girls who
the fact that there is probably
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
are soon to become women. Women
SOME MESSAGE in the adverin this congregation will leave here
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 2. Betrayed by
tising of today's SANTA FE
and go to the big cities and towns all an apparently unobserving, singing,
NEW MEXICAN that is WRITover the United States. It Is their barefooted mountain girl three InterTEN EXPRESSLY TO YOU.
of
out
do
to
revenue
can
all
these
nal
officers, working
duty
they
against
Are you a reader of the adverfashions."
Asheville, N. C, after walking. 51 miles
so you can catch the mestising
mountain
in
the
was
Wilson's
aimed
three days through
Hishop
protest
sage?
at the split and
skirts. fastness of Western North Carolina,
It may be Important.
"Pure American Womanhood," was lost their would-bALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
prisoners, but manhis subject
aged to seize four illicit distilleries in
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THE GOOD DIE YOUNG, NO MATTER HOW LONG THEY LIVE. GOOD
HARDWARE IS THE BEST; IT LAwTS FOR A LIFETIME. WHEN YOU
YOU WILL
NEED HARDWARE COME TO US AND BUY.
GET THE
GOOD KIND, THAT'S THE KIND WE ARE SELLING.
IT IS A PICNIC
FOR YOU TO BUY HERE; WE KNOW OUR STOCK AND CAN WAIT
ON YOU PROMPTLY, AND YOU CAN DEPEND ON ONE
THING
THE PRICE WILL BE RIGHT.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
--

PHONE

J

r

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most imporThe grandfather would
amazed
be
at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

.swvffirVit

Wood

1

rt-

tant part.

N

IS

QUITE

SO

CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

coun-ciime-

.

'

$13.15

ODS,

P ow:ER

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

14.

PHONE

(light
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WE HAVE IT.'

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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East

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

Not a

Best pjiilMitMS

Fairy Story

'West

ANNUAL

HEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

j

Albuquerque, N. M.t

OCTOBER

II,

Splendid Attractions.

6

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1

"X-Ra-

e

i

J

-- V i

'

'
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or

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
0r EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

(I

CORRICK LIVER Y BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON OASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING, i
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nomhers,

f M7.

or Night Phone, 130 Mail.
Next Door to Postoff ice.
Day

I

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

3, 1913.
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INTERESTING

TRUNK SEWER SCHEME SNAPSHOT

PERSONALITIES.

STRIKES A SNAG
NO

BONO

PRESIDENT

MEXICAN

MESSAGE

WILSON
TO

READING

HIS SIDE

BE

GENERAL
HELD

IN

OF

SCHOOL LEVY QUESTION WILL NOT DOWN;
FINANCES

NEXT

BE

TO

THE CUT GLASS
OF

Is the "trunk sewer" merely a
"pipe dream?"
This was the question asked several
councilmen by citizens last night fol- lowing the session at the ourt house
(when the sewer problem had been (lis- cussed and seemed to be a greater
v attkfl
"'
..
problem than ever.
For some time it seemed that there
would be clear sailing to carry out the
program of State Engineer French to j
increase the size of the capitol sewer
from eight to eighteen inches, thus
safeguarding the sewer facilities of
Santa Fe for all time or until this city
should grow to over four times its
present size.
The state had appropriated $9,000 to
build the sewer under the capitol and
executive mansion.
All that was
needed was $3,000 more from the city
iOf Santa Fe to make the pipe a
"trunk line."
The sum of $3,000 could be easily
raised by a bond issue: in fact, double
that amount might as well be raised
right away.
So it was thought.
But it cropped out last night that
there is no authority for holding a
bond election except when there is a
general election, say of city council- MAKE YOUR
men. That will not occur until April
of next year.
The council referred the whole matHAIR
ter of sewer and pavements back to its
original committees for suggestions as
to the next step.
DEAD RINGER FOR BUFFALO BILL CREATES RIOT IN BIG CITY BY
WEARING THE LATEST IN MEN 'S TROUSERS.
This much was agreed upon: Santa
Fe can ill afford to miss the opportunity of getting a trunk sewer.
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IN
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OR
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

WOULDN'T THIS JUST ABOUT

TURN PURPLE ?

city.
P.
Col.

and
and

Vargas.

C. W. Pape, Jr., St. Umis.
Frank If. Roberts. Las Vegas.
Miss Thomas, Denver.

"I

AM

NOT THROUGH

DIGGS,
'If

CONVICTED

FIGHTING YET," SAYS
WHITE SLAVER.

Thought I Was What They Call Me, Would Hang My Head and Go
Willingly to the Penitentiary," He Declares.

I

I

F. Units.

City.
Montezuma.
Dr. Lloyd, City.
H. Hunker. Ijis Vegas.
H. B. Boeder, Albuquerque.
T. .1. Giiroil, Oklahoma City.
Tony Chisni, AQbUquerquu.
F. K. Hottal, Albuquerque.

wrv

(

Savolwick, Pasadena.

.1.

F. R. Schauk, Pasadena.
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
W. B. Hill, Washington.
R. B.
K. M.
A. C.

Saner, Albuquerque.
Baca. Socorro.
Castello, Socorro.
L.
Baca, Socorro.
V.. A.
Scheuick, Clovis.
(". L. Converse, Taos.
R. M. Anderson, San Antonio.
B. Lascke, Chicago.
A. S. Feiss, New York.
O. H. Nakahma, Los Angeles.
A. C. de Baca, Cienega.
C. H. Hittson, Tucumciiri.
D. H. Belmore, Tucumcari.

:

4

De

Mrs. M. R. Williams, 10. Las Vegas.
Mrs. .lames H. Illack, Lebanon, Ind.
Mrs. F. M. Council, Chicago.
E. C. Wade, Jr., Las 'Cruces.
F. R. Lord and wife, Las Vegas.
J. M. C. Chaves. Abiquiu.
Osgood Hardy, New Haven, Ct.

one-hal-

2

Hotel

George P. Davidson, lyouisville,
N. C. Frenger, Las Cruces.
F. C. Shelhart, Albuquerque.
It. C. Dillon and wife, Encino.
Kva Cecil, Encino.
George Brewer, Encino.
12. B,
Cornel!, Alamosa. Colo.
H. ,f. Mendenhall, City.
O. L. Zeiger, Denver.
A. W. Pulleu, Denver.

WALL STREET.

.

Lee

Parker.

sJ

b

J

THE PRESIDENT RETURNS
FROM BRIEF OUTING.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. President Wilson returned from the summer white house at Cornish, N. H., to- day on a train that was two hours late.
He was driven immediately to the
White House and reached there shortly before noon.

SLIT TROUSERS.
One pretty little miss, according to
Durbin, was so overcome by the effect
that she just could not forbear telling

m!....
1

His

MAURY I. D1CIGS

latest

Picture.

j

San Francisco, Cal., Sept. :i. Maury
. Diggs,
convicted of white slavery
with
because he eloped
Marsha Warrington from Sacramento
to Reno, deserting his wife and baby,
isn't through fighting yet; he isn't
going to the penitentiary until every
means have been exhausted to beat
Uncle Sam, who is trying to put him
behind the bars
"I am not through fighting
yet,"

HOPE I

T,iey ve turned th
COne vltght 'voonct

When your dealer tells you that you know
he's honest.
fte may have cheaper wagons in stock, but he
knows the Studebaker is the best.
And so do you.
He wants to give such good wagon value
that you will come back and demand a buggy
made by the same people.
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"If

I was what

they

a monster and ruiner of

young girls I would hang my head
and go willingly behind the bars. I
lam not a white slaver. I am not a
monster and that's why I'm going to
keep on fighting. I have not been
given a square deal either by the public, the press or the courts. They may
sentence me to the penitentiary, but
1 will still keep up the fight.'
j

fertile soli of the Sunshine State. The
State Fair board this year is laying
AT STATE FAIR special stress on the development
features of the state exposition 4n. V)
endeavor to make it thorough,., -- ,
3.
Twenty
Albuquerque, Sept.
sentatlve of the progress and possi- and bilities or New Mexico.
sand dollars in prizes,
premiums; two thousand dollars in
'prizes to the baseball tournament; au$100 Reward, $100.
tomobile and motorcycle and horse
The readers of this paper will be
races: big popular carnival, the best
pleased to learn that there is at least
with twenty-twin the country,
one dreaded disease that science has
'shows; a poultry show twice as big been able to cure in all its
stages, and
jas any of its predecessors; a display
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
of farm products and livestock of
the only positive cure now known to
description; irrigation and farming the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being
and the
and industrial machinery,
H
most important good roads meeting a constitutional disease, requires
treatment.
Hall's
of New Mexico, constitutional
ever held in the state
...
Ctirfl la tnkon tnforna.llv
are a few of the things which it is iPntnrrh
"B directly "Pon the 1)100,1 and
to
will
draw
Albuquerque
expected
coua surfaces of the system, there-th- e
largest crowd in her history when
destroying the foundation of the
New Mexico State Fair opens Oc- and giving the patient
tober 6 for six davs of fun and profit. di8easeWhile the sports, amusements ands,rensm dy Dunning up me consul-- entertainment features will be better lion ana assisting nature in uoing us
so muca
than ever before, the fair this year work. The proprietros have
c
that
will be more than ever an agricultural faith in Ite niiraUi'. ti
ofter One Hundred Dollars for any J
(development fair; more than ever
has the Interest in the displays case that it falls to cure. Send for list
been increased in the various coun- oi leRitmoninis.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.
ties and districts: and the prizes in
the agricultural and livestock section ledo Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
are sufficiently substantial thiB year to
Take Hall's Family Pills tor cons!
bring many more farmers and many
more exhibits of the products of the pation.
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'Set out Dealer or mile at,
MTSW

isays Diggs.
brand me

$20,000 (N PRIZES

j

Studebaker have been building wagons for sixty
years and they have won the confidence of dealer and
farmer by building- - not the cheapest but the best
wagons.
Whether you live in city, town or country, there's
a Studebaker to fit your needs. Farm wagons, trucks,
business and delivery wagons, surreys, buggies and
runabouts, with harness for each of the same high
quality as Studebaker vehicles.

STUDEBAKER

mm

9

n

1

Denver.

Las Vegas.
Ignacio Moya, City.
R. Lopez, City.
F. Olson,

the pioneer in fashions what she
thought of him.
"Why. you're really quite the most
progressive man in this progressive
state," she gushed. "How did you ever DIRECTUM ATTEMPTS TO
LOWER PACIFIC RECORD
have the nerve to break away from
Hartford. Ct.. Sept. .1. An exhibi- traditions? You are in
deed a hero and will prove
to the'tion of pacing by Directum I featured
world that women are not going to ex- - the card for today's
grand circuit
tremes in dress," etc., etc., until Dur- - races at Charter Oak Park.
J. bears a close resemblance to uin mane nis escape.
Directum s attempt was to break
Cody, of Wild West show fame,
"Why, they're the coolest things I; the record of two minutes flat made
the combination of slit trousers cei wuic, oam uuiuiu, pieniy 01 oy star pointer, some years
ago on
the cowboy hat was startling.
ventilation for the ankles, you know." this track.

7 would rather
sell you a Studebaker"

X

',

j

j

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 3. Robert T.
Kodge, who, as Progressive candidate
for governor of Washington last fall,
received over 80,000 votes, promised
the voters that if defeated he would
return to work in the coal mines, from
whence he made his advent into politics, lie was defeated. Hodge didn't
go back to the coal mines, but got a
Job running a steam drill for the
railroad tunnel in the Cascades.
Hodge's career in
politics was
meteoric. He was an ordinary coal
miner at Black Diamond, Newcastle,
u nd other mining towns in Washington for many years. Then he was appointed a deputy sheriff. Five years
ago he announced his candidacy for
sheriff of King county, the largest
county in the state. The politicians
laughed at him. But "Bob" Hodges, a
big, healthy, robust, man with a big,
winning smile, and a wonderful lot of
native eloquence, went into office by
Speculative conditions favored bear
an. overwhelming
majority. He had selling again today. The effect of
further
poor crop reports and unfavor- been a sailor, a pugilist, and a com
able statements of railroad earnings
mon day laborer before and he was
keen student of life. He made a won- W'ere reinforced by other adverse conderful race for governor, but the odds ditions. Call money, which touched 3
v ere against him. Hodge has now re- per cent late yesterday, renewed today at 2
Foreign interests were
turned to manual labor.
active sellers. Weakness of investment shares and indications that
KANSAS CITY WOOL AND HIDES. stocks were
being distributed quietly
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 3. The fol- on rallies restrained
speculative buyare
furnished
F,
lowing quotations
by
ing.
L. Cofteld, wool commission company,
Copper issues were affected by pres1739 to 1743 Genesee St., Kansas Citv,
sure abroad against them, despite the
Mo.
fact that London's price for the AmalWool Qoutations for Colorado, New
was materially higher.
gamated
Mexico, Utah and Texas.
Declines reached two points in
Light medium 16 to 20 cents per Union Pacific and
f
Reading and
pound. Light fine 14 to 17 cents;
for Steel, Amalgamated, St. Paul,
heavy fine 11 to 14 cents; angora mo- Can, Great
Northern and others. New
hair, 12 months. 25 to 30 cents.
Haven was bought by the shorts after
Hides.
price DroKe to mi out Its recovery
Green sr It natives, No. 1, 15 cents tne
was small.
per pound green salt natives No. 2
Bonds were irregular.
14c; side brands, over 401b. flat, 13c;
Declines stopped as delivery hour
less than cured;
part cured hides,
Shorts went into the
uncured hides lc less than cured; glue approached.
hides, flat. Sc.: green horse MHpr n arKer, ior siocks, winch pulled up
$2.25 to $3.75 each; dry flint hides, 22c 'Reading a point and other favorities
to 24e per pound; dry salt hides 16c to "alf a Point.
j
The market closed steady.
17c.
Busi- iness shrank measurably toward the
Pelts.
Dry full wool sheep pelts 10 to 12 end of the day, but the list showed
cents per pound; green salt sheep more stability. Fractional recoveries
pelts 50c to $1.25 each; angora goat were general and New York Central
and New Haven succeded in wiping
skins 15c to 75c each.
Tallow: No. 1, 6
cents; No. 2, out their declines. California Detro- V
vr"""
leum ,lost. several points on the pas.
5
cents per pound.
Grease: White 61-cents; yellow sing of the dividend. Illinois Central
5
cents.
refunding 4's weakened in sympathy
DURBIN AND HIS
Beeswax: Bright, 25 to 30 cents per with the stock, breaking from t3 to
30
Los
on
one
transaction.
Angeles, Cal., Sept. 3. "Hi! hi!
pound.
look at the guy with the split
Scrap Iron.
It will not pay you to waste your
Country junk mixed iron $6 to $10.50
My. ain t he just the progressive
time writing out your legal forms
per ton.
Bones.
when you can get thorn already print- thing!"
"Ho, for the harem skirt pants." and
Country junk bleached bones $16 to ed at the New Mexican
Printing
similar cries echoing down Broadway,
$21.50 per ton.
Company,
recently attracted a crowd around one
P. J. Durbin, a resident, who Is one of
the trustees of Vernon and also conducts a business of reeding several
thousand hogs with the garbage or the

THE SALOON.

HAILSTONES RUIN
TOBACCO CROP

Lancaster, Pa., S"pt. 3. Belated reThe school levy was the subject o: ports of tho heavy rain and hail
; tilt between former .Mayor .1. 1). .storm
.show that
Lancaster
county
Sena, president of the school board,
fanners suffered a loss of upwards of.
former
Arthur
.Mayor
jiuid
Seligman,! $loii.iMiii. It was the most destructive
who intended t lie meeting of the coun
hail storm that has
Lancaster
.Mr.
Sena told tile council that the milTltV fill vaitr ,Tllswept
cil.
o
rnminn
'
h.w requires the school board to fix tlnie
wlln
,g
t()LaM.0
tins levy and submit it to the council
nearing harvest, lime, the loss is keen-lan- d
he added that, the council has no y f,qt
jurisdiction to raisa or lower it but
the northern and eastern parts of
merely to cer U y to the county com-- ! the (:oull(v
,lunm,8 of aomi of toba(..
Mr.
missumers.
Seligman wanted to ,. rFa,,v t0
wf.re ri(,(I(,(, fcy haj,.
know how the school board could fix clones as (:,
as walnuts. The.
large
a.
u.uii uie lax run gtaikg were completely denuded of
is in. The subject was discussed with leaves, the loss
being a total one. In
some warmth.
j('iay township entire fields were ruin
ed, not a stalk being left, while In a
The council passed the ordinance number .of places the leaves were so
requiring the telephone and telegraph badly riddled that the plants will be
In the vicinity of
poles in the city to be painted green ploughed down.
instead of white. "This will please New Holland, Bareville, Akron, Terre
the Irish," said Mr. Renehau with evi- Hill, Warwick and Ephrata the damdent delight.
age is particularly heavy. Karlier in
the season the tobacco farmers sufMayor Ixipez suggested to the coun- fered from the destruction of plants by
cil that the finances of the city from pests, and now the hail has wiped out
April 1 to July l be published. Mr. most of what remained.
In many places entire fields of corn
Kenehan made a motion to that effect
were ruined. At Lititz Springs Parb
and it was carried.
huge trees were shattered by lightning
a
Does the city want that cess pool while in the vicinity of Witmer
cleaner a Las Vegan has for sale. stack, seventy feet high, was wrecked.
Telephone communication was not
The city fathers were asked this question shortly before adjourning. "No, established with some parts of the
Ky. we don't want to buy it," was the an- county until late today.
A carriage in the funeral procession
swer.
of Mrs. Sarah S. Bunn was overturned
the high
rier South
There was much amusement over a wind, and theHermitage byDavid Roseoccupants,
ii,isunuersiauuing oi me siaiemem Don, ot Coatesville: John Gause of
made by one of the ladies who ad- Honev Brook, and two women, ware
dressed the council. She pointed out The undertaker cared for the injured,
the luxury seen in saloons, and refer-- j badly hurt. The horses ran away.

j

e

"back" of the saloon and asked how
many barrels of broken bottles wera
the lot, any way.'
it-

j

YEAR.

j

red to the Dank saloon's fine cut glass.
One of the councilmen understood her
to comment on the cut glass at tho
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SOMETHING OF
OSGOOD HARDY HERE
INTEREST NEAR
THE BIG CAGES
TO SEE INDIANS

re- -

Pacific stock.

Indianapolis is the pennant winner
in the Federal league.
Phillips, remembered
Manager
as one of the great
fans
by
puns of former days, has gathered
some fast youngsters and has tooled
his team to the front rapidly in the
last few weeks.
The team now has a comfortable
lead over Cy Young's Cleveland team
and ought to win the flag without
trouble.
who
Phillips hasn't any players
figure as great "stars" but he has drilled team play into his kids until they
plav a game that is a winner all the
time.
The if earn fields tightly, and, with
good pitching and hard hitting, is
easily 'the class of the tight little
league! which has been a thorn in the
hide of organized baseball all Season.
Unnoticed by papers in some of the
cities, ithe standing not published and
only meager accounts of the game
by the
jfciven; annoyed continually
hirlings of the baseball tmst, the Federal league has gone along minding

"Let's slip over near those cages.
tan show you something
Perhaps
of unusual interest," said AI G. Barnes, YALE SCIENTIST WHO ACCOMPANIES
the famous animal trainer.
ON HIS
DR. BINGHAM
FAMOUS
It was just feeding time for the
animals in the large menagerie of Hie
PERUVIAN EXPEDITION IS GATHBarnes Wild Animal Circus, which is
National League.
to exhibit in Santa Fe, Thursday, SepERING DATA FOR A REPORT.
Won lxst Pet.
Club
tember 11.
40
85
.6S0
New York
"Can you see through that small
73
.614
46
Philadelphia
look at the cage just
Will the Yale scientists turn their
.556! opening? Then
56
70
Chicago
to the ileft and watch the mother lion
gaze and efforts to the prehistoric
57
66
.537
Pittsburg
and her cubs. She's giving them a ruins and relics of the great
68
53
.438
Boston
lesson."
This is a Question asked today
52
.430
69
Brooklyn
And. so she was. The great mothers yiew of th(J arrival her9 of 0Bg00(1
78
53
.405
'Cincinnati
in.352 cat was teaching her three furry
45
83
St, Louis
Hardy, who haB come out from New
fonts the lore of the jungle.
Haven to look at the cliff dwellings,
to
How
a
leap from tne grass upon
Won Lost Pet.
Club
and attend the Indian dances and
.664 horse at the right angle to break its
S3
42
' hlladelphla
gather data for a report.
.601 back at a single blow. How to follow
77
51
Cleveland
The report will be submitted to Dr.
blood
trail to where the quarry lay.
...70 54 .565 a
Washington
Hiram
Bingham, of Yale, who has
.515 The "grass" was a pile of straw, the
fi3
67
'hicago
fame by his unearthing of
achieved
61
:c ton
.504 "trail," through sawdust, the prize a
62
the city of Manchupicchu, in Peru.
.441 piece of raw beef.
71
56
Detroit
Such a happy family it seemed, too. This wonderful discovery was illusS3
48
.367
St. Louis
.344 The cubs as intent in their efforts to trated with 244 views in the April
42
80
New York '.
trail and leap as though in the. forests number of the ' National Geological
with a buck as their stalking prey. Magazine.
American Association.
Dr. Bingham is head of the
Won Lost Pet. Equally interested seemed the lion
C1.U b
of
historical ' department
.'.82
.594 ess all unmindful or tne tact that they
56
AHwaukee . ;'.
Yale University. Mr. Hardy"' accom:
never
the
the
tierce'
know
7S
joy'of
might
"60
.565,
Minneapolis
:574 hunt and the kill.
SI
60
panied him to Peru as assistant to the
Columbus
"We hear much about, animal life chief topographer.
.543
63
..75
ouisville
'"it. Paul
.440 behind the bars," said Mr. Barnes. "Of ' With the fire and energy or youth,
62
7.)
!....'. V.:
7
.432 the lion, tiger and leopard, trained and Mr. Hardy is now looking over the
60
Toledo
Of how they are caught tieasure house of the southwest, but
.432 untrained.
60
79
Kansas City
.397 and caged the cruelty of it all. Some he is not telling much of his
54
82
Indianapolis
plans beof it is true more is untrue, for when yond his itinerary. This includes a
Western League,
trip to the rito tomororw, a visit to
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Won Lost Pet.
qmmq
Club
San- lldefonso on September 6 then a
.630
50
85
Oenver
journey to Espaiiola and the Puye
77
.566
59
jDes Moines
clilts.On August 8 he will be in Taos
64
.533
73
jUncoln
and returns here August lu.
65
.522
71
St. Joseph
Mr. kardy is registered at the De
67
.489
70
Omaha
Vargas hotel and by some strange
455
73
61
jTopeka
law of the fitness of things, other
.428
79'
City
scientists were gathered at his table.
.380
52
85
Wichita
To his left sat Ur. F. W. Rodge, chief
o; the bureau of American Ethnology
and aot lai away was Dr. Joseph
Spinden of the American Museum, and
National League.
Sylvanus Griswold Morley, the distin'
'
Louis.
St.
Chicago at
guished young Harvard scientist who
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
ires'IUes lit Santa Fe.
York.
New
Boston at
Mr: Hardy discussed the Peruvian
Philadelphia at Brooklyn (2).
expedition of 1912 and said that political changes down in Peru haA made it
American League.
necessary to delay further excavaNew York at Boston.
tion work for some time.
Washington at Philadelphia.

BASEBALL.
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Standing of the Clubs.

,

old-tim- e

4

holders.

stock Itself only when transferred to
persons who are not owners of Union

"FED."
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Where They Play Today

THE MEN WHO ARB WINNING
THE FEDERAL LEAGUE PENNANT
FROM LEFT
FOR INDIANAPOLIS.
TO RIGHT, DOLAN, IB.; VANDER-GRIFT- ,
2B.;

t

own business and has shown
quality of baseball at popular prices
that meets with the approval of the
Ions in every city.
Encouraged by the success it has
met, the league plans to strengthen
this winter and by next season the
officers expect to be able to compete
for patronage with the bigger leagues
,
of organised baseball.

its

MANAGER

TEXTER, C;

BILL

PH1L-1JPS-

"

P.

TESTIMONY

American Association.
Indianapolis at Columbus.
Toledo at Louisville.
St. Paul at Milwaukee.
Kansas City at Minneapolis (2).

;

KAISERLING,

y f'sy
Al G.

Today's Games.

defendant listened closely while Cami-rett- i
coached his lawyers in ensnaring,
questions. Diggs was in attendance,
as has been his wife, since the trial
of his companion began.
So far as the wife's face went, the
testimony left her unstirred. There
was no play of emotion as she heard
the slip of a girl ao stole her husband tell how he had pressed love
on her, promising to marry her when
he should have obtained a divorce.
"Was there anything said about,
mariage before March 1," she was
aeked.
The elopement did not take
place until the early morning of March
the meanwhile there had
10 and-in- .
been trips to 'San Francisco, Stockton,
San Jose and Jackson.
"No," was the answer.
Marriage came up for discussion on
Sunday, March 9. "The day before we
it ft," she testified. "Mr. Caminetti
said his wife would start action for
divorce at once and then we could be
marled."
The morality and propriety of their
in
relationship came up elsewhere

one knows the characteristics of the
dumb brute, they learn that their contentment lepends largely upon what
At Bro'klyn
First Game
they get to eat."
"Wild animals, when given proper
4 9
Philadelphia
7
3
care, live much longer in captivity
Brooklyn
Camnitz, Brennan and Killifer than in their native haunts, which is
Pfeiffer and W. Fisher.
largely due to good treatment, regular
feeding of proper foodB and fresh
water. They might not be happy, but
At Pittsburg
0 I think they are. We give every ani3 10
Cincinnati
0 mal of the 350 in our managerie very
9
1
Pittsburg
They
Brown and Clark; Adams and Si careful feeding and attention.
are also turned ,loose every day in the
nion.
to
over
while
Brennan
Patrick
awarded
contest
the
to
who
Patrick
him,
working
wasipire
spectators
according
FIGHTING GAME
big arena for exercise and allowed to
Jthe Giants by a score of 9 to 0, when
witnessed the bout, clearly had the staggering about the ring.
mingle with their kind. Happy? I'm
At Nf ,v York
GETS A BLACK
'
un
was
tne
reWhen the second ro.'.nd was
niiaaeipma management
fight won in the opening round, when
2 8 1 sure they are."
a section of the bleach- - Boston
EYE AT ROSWELL be put Higgins down for the count. stinted. Patrick, despite his apparent hi'ile to clear
0
1
1
"Look at Trilby and her babies over
New York
of
center
back
that
field,
claiming
The local boy fell heavily and to all weakened condition, managed to drop jeis
Wiltse and there." Trilby was a huge Asiatic
and Rariden;
Tyler
handithe
were
a
moving
spectators
appearances was out. However, his Higgins again, and was badly beating
lioness and her babies would easily
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 3. Much indig- chief
cap to the New York batters. The Meyers.
also a mid- the. Roswell boy.
second, Kid
weigh a hundred pounds each. The
decision
nation was expressed in many quar- dleweight, jumpedTuggles,
nearly precipitated
into the ring and
was engaged in a
However, in the third round Pat- umpire's
St. Louis
At
family
a
riot.
ters here over the disgraceful incident began pouring water on Higgins' face rick weakened perceptibly doubtless
frolic.
7 9 1 rough and tumble, care-freChicago
which occurred during the labor day to revive him. This infraction of due to the beating he had received
2
2
Further along, 'Sampson, the show's
8
St.
Louis
INTERCOLLEGIATE
Watson and Bresnahan; Trekell and Asiatic lion, was doing a hippety-hoalleged boxing contest between John ring rules forfeited the bout to Pat- when the lights were out, and Higgins
TENIS TOURNEY STARTS
without further question, but the who had by this time regained his
around his cage in an endeavor to
Wingo.
Patrick, a New Orleans middleweight, rick,
referee did not stop the bout. In the strength, punished him badly.
the tip of his bushy tail. Sampcatch
3
:!1ot
Ph..
RosShaerfnrd.
Sent
The
and Al Higgins, the "Pride of
"I introduced Mr. Caminetti to my
meantime Patrick resented Tuggles
son is full grown, too, and supposed.
The fourth round was brief for Hig- - ;annual
American
League.
Bhe testified, "under a false
inter.colleglate.
championship
people,"
well," in which Higgins won by a interference and the two mixed it.
and
to be Very sedate. King
Queen,
went right after Patrick, who j,awn tenllis tollrnament
opened today
knockout in the fourth round of a Tuggles using his bare fists and Pat- gins
of immense Bengal tigers, were name, because I didn't want them to
a
was groggy at the beginning of the on tn
At
Boston
pair
Crcket New York
ground8 of U)e Merlo
bout. That the rick hammering away with his gloves.
scheduled
Mintentfiillv washine their faces Just know I didn't think it the proper
.11 16
and a series of right and leftcin
with' a married man.'
Incident in question has done more to During the melee the lights were round, floored him and
like any house tabby cat. A dozgg yJiiSKjS-SO-P- iit
4
Boston
he was
swings
The new cup, donated by William
Then why did you go with Cami
hurt the boxing game in the state than sw itched off and in the darkness Pat- counted out by the referee and Higfat fellows, were
sleek,
Anderson
leopards
and
Caldwell
Sweeney;
J. Clothier, of Philadelphia, former
stretched about, the seeming acme of netti."
anything tiat has yet occurred not rick is alleged to have been slugged. gins declared the winner.
national champion, is in competition and Thomas.
fiasco at When the lights came on a few momexcepting the
content, one being busy in a playfu.I .."Well, I knew it was not proper,
disWhile the club management
for the first time this year and rivalry
Las Vegas a year ago is generally ad- ents later, Higgins by some strange claims
endeavor to pull a sliver from the and if they had been living properly
gton
Philadelphia-WashinAt
any responsibility for last for the first leg on it is keen among
mitted.
on his cage.
it might have made a difference. I
3 8
door
performance was restdisgraceful exhibition, there the colleges.
Now as to the incident referred to. ing in his corner with his seconds night's
Frank Gotch of the griz- - did not feel that I was doing her (Mrs.
the
Bill,
4 9 6
Big
Philadelphia
in a well defined
rumor going the
Harvard, with R. Norris Williams
Groom, Johnson and Henry, j Ain; zlv bear tribe, was having a tussle Caminetti) so much of an injustice, ns
rounds that the fight was "fixed" for the Davis enp crack, and G. S. Caner,
with two smaller companions. Eve He" told me"they were going to be
Brown, Bender and Schang.
smith;
Higgins to win in any event, and that iboth Philadelphia boys, is favorite for
the
hyenas, more restless than any separated."
to furnish the year's honors, but Yale with R.
DEAREST GIRL IN ALL THE WORLD." the bout was a "frame-upother animals, were looking out upon , Robert Devlin, for the defense, in
American Association.
easy pickings for a coterie of sure - Evans, Jr., who made a strong showing
the- scene with perfect content. Seals
of the witness,
!at New York, is well up in the run- thing bettors.
and- sea; lions were sporting about Jn dwelt
THAT IS HOW HARRY, IN A CANACIAN JAIL, SPEAKS OF EVELYN
the return trip from Reno.
At Milwaukee
upon
It is problematical ..what effect the lning. as are also Princeton and
tanks of salty ice water. Unhap- NISBET
THAW.
1
"Didn't you tell District Attorney
2 2 the
St. Paul
bout will have on the sylvania.
not a trace of it.
Atkinson that you and Miss Warring-te0 5 0 piness;
future of the boxing game in this city.
The individual revolver match at Milwaukee
said Mr. Barnes,
change,"
"Things
had occupied the same berth on
Gardner and Miller; Powell and When a
fifty yards finds the United States in
day's feeding is missed. One the way to Reno?'
the IeaiGOLF FIELD OF ASPIRANTS IS
Marshall, Hughes.
day each week all food is kept from
"Yes."
REDUCED TO SIXTEEN.
the flesh eating animals;
they get
Both Minneapolis-Kansa"Why. did you try to protect Drew
At
find
Minneapolis
water.
We
it
but
keeps
nothing
.
ARIZONA HAS
"
Garden City, N. Y., Sept. 3. The big
City games postponed; rain; them in better health. The following Caminetti then
"I would not believe what they told
two games tomorrow.
field of aspirants for national amateur
WINNERS AT
day, finds them restless, unroarious in
their activities. Quest for food is me about Drew's deceiving me not
golfing honors was reduced to 16 play
RIFLE MATCH
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
ers today representing clubs in the
shown in every action, and great cau until later.";
"You were still in love with him
tion must be exercised by the train-- '
south, middle west. New England,
Camp Perry, Ohio. Sept. 3. The
Reports of games received too late era to avoid an attack. They are par then?"
Maryland and New York. The first
"Yes."
of the match play rounds at 36 holes standing at the end of the second for publication in yesterday's New ticularly dangerous at this time. After
work on the firing line in the Mexican;
"What are your feelings toward him
feeding, they resume their normal
began early at the Garden City club's days'
international matches, as officially annoise. That's how the trainer has now?"
links.
National League.
learned to know upon what their hap : The girl hung her head and did not
The nuUch most talked of was that nounced today, sivo the Swiss shootSecond game)
At St. Louis
answer. piness depends full stomachs.
between Jerome B. Travers, the title ers the lead in three stages of the
international
6 10 2
match. Chicago
"Do you feel the same affection for
holder and Francis Ouimet, the young
The United States leads in the "bes: St Louis
0 MEXICANS TRY A BOYCOTT NOW him?".
amateur champion of Massachusetts.
score" prone shooting white
three
Vaughn and Bresnahan ;Griner and
There was another moment of siJerome D.. Travers was one up on Sweden is
showing higher scores than Hilderbrand.
(Continued from page oncl.
lence, before the answer came with
Francis Ouimet at the end of the first France. Three
men are tied for h;gh
head averted, "No."
'T""
IS holes.
Charles Evans was five up place in the
immediate reparation by the Pima and
':yjf?$&
running deer match.
American League.
In this and other thorny passages
on E. M. Byers; Frederick Herreshoft
been
have
Dillon,
also
which
Pennsylvania,
Mayo tribes,
Bjorkman,
At Cleveland Second Game
of the
the essenthree up on Paul Hunter; A. M. Reid Sweden, and La Tourette. Arizona,
Mexican
the
insurgents. tials
.9 14 2 fighting with
Chicago
not
distorted
five up on F. A. Martin; B. P. Merri-- w)th 43 a
of
were
her
story
Next
come
formed
have
Olson, Cleveland
The Indians
piece.
3 ft 3
probably
or even, deeply called in question. Its
,
man, two up on T. M. Sherman; Fraser Sweden, with 42; Cobb, navy, 41;
Benz and Schalk; Blanding, Culjop, the most effective fighting force of the
essence was that Caminetti had terrifHale two up on W. J. Travis; J. G.
Arizona, 40; Yorkman, Sweden, Kahler and Carisch.
revolutionary government in its strugied her into leaving home by threats
Anderson three up on B. W. Corkran. 40; Lane, New York, 40.
(Game called end of eighth inning. gle to oust the federalists from the
Travers beat Ouimet three up and
state. They excelled in the border of scandal; that Diggs had presented
account darkness).
the argument, and Caminetti had foltwo to go.
UNION PACIFIC STOCK
fighting of the last few months.
Anderson beat Cockran four and
By taking the wpr path they not lowed them with personal persuaHOLDERS GET S. P. STOCK.
American Association.
demoralize the state sion.
three.
.
At Louisville
New York, Sept. 3. Stockholders of
only would
.1
forces but would ifavite invasion by
Herreshoff beat Hunter seven and the Union Pacific have subscribed ac- - Toledo
six.
s 12 (r the federals who apparently have most HOUSE PASSES SAN
cording to the underwriters' announce Louisvuie
FRANCISCO WATER BILL,
Benn and
ment today, for about eighty per cent
Basketjte,
Reid beat Webb six and four.
DaVoght, feared the markmanship and daring of
of the $88,357,000 Southern Pacific Young; Woodburn, R, demons and the Indian braves.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. The
Fears are held for the safety of
stock held by Union Pacific. The time Severoid.
DECISION GIVES FORFEITED
bill, to enable the city
at
Americans
Tonichi,
Corral,
exto
residing
for
the
stock
limit
subscribing
GAME TO PHILADELPHIA
Alamos, Navajo of San Francisco to utilize the Hetch
pired yesterday. The stock representSubscribe for the Santa rv; nan Cumurllia, Esperanza,
and other points in the Yaqui river Hetchy basin in the Sierra Nevada
New York, Sept. 3. Reversing the ed the balance of Union Pacific's holdMexican, the paper that boosts all
mountains, 132 miles away, as a water
decision of Umpire Brennan, Presi ings following the exchange with the the time and works for the upbuild country.
Washouts will prevent their escap- supply, was passed by the house, 183
dent Thomas J. Lynch of the Nation- proposition of Southern Pacific stock ins of our new Stat.
ing north. The American Btate depart- to 43. The bill now goes to the senal league, announced yesterday after- for Baltimore' and Ohio. Under decree
ment had been asked for a Bhip to ate.
noon that the game of 'Saturday, Aug- of the supreme court in the Harriman
meet them at the mouth of the Yaqui
ust 30, between the New York and merger case. Union Pacific was com
a and
Ads always
Mayo rivers, which point they '. New Mexican Want
Philadelphia clubs, will count as a pelled to divest itself of the stock, and
bring results. Try it,
may reach by an overland Journey.
Girl. victory for the Philadelphia team. Um- - j it was offered to Union Pacific stock- Th Latest and Heretofore Unpublfah eo Photograph of the

,
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Barnes famous as a capturer
and trainer of wild animals.
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GOODS

and Mrs. H. ('. Dillon, of
are at the De Vargas hotel.
REAL THING,
J. M. 0. Chaves, of Abieiuiu, is in the
en
home
route
from a trip east.
city
Mrs. M. H. Williams, of East Las
LOVELL
Vegas, Is visiting friends in the city.
JlltlllllHIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIHJIHIIIIIIIIIIIHUIIIIIMIIfllllllllHIIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIUMMIIMIItlMlltllllllMltl;
Assistant Attorney General Harry
S Clancy has gone to Taos for a fortj
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
LINDHARDT
OF THE MRS.
night's vacation.
5lltlflillllllltMMIIItllllHH IIIIIIIIMlMllliMttltlMIIIHIIIIIirMIIMMIIllllllHlltlllHIIinttlllMUIIIIMHr
Xuma C. Frenger. a Las Cruces atPENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD SYSTEM
125 Palace Ave.
torney, is in the city today on business
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
before the supreme court.
WAXES
OVER AIR,
ENTHUSIASTIC
J. B. LAMY,
CALL AND SEE US.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
Charles A. Scheurich, of Clovis, ar- i vivpd
i? the rtv tact ovontnv unrl will
SUNSHINE, WATER, SCENERY AND portation in America are two diflerent
g&0)S8i8&
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
problems."
S)ien( 8(iveral
ayS here.
HISTORY OF SANTA FE.
Mr. Lovell strikes one as a good felGeorge II. Hunker, of Las Vegas,
I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I IH I
M I I i II 11 11 1 I
low. He has read much of the southchairman of the San Miguel county
west and he says he is going back to
load board, is in the city today.
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San FrancUco
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Philadelphia witli the firm resolve to
Harold Allen Herrick, of New York, LAUGHED WHEN ASKED
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
visit, this part of the world, not only
,ho has been visiting E. H. Oakley,
VVe Have a
ABOUT RAG DANCES "again," but "soon again."
for a
Cheap, if taken at once.
is spending a few days at Moriarty.
"Will you come out for a horseback
A. H. Hudspeth, V, S. marshal, reRESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
'ride up the canyon? Perhaps we will
TRACT OF LAND
THREE TO FIVE-ACRturned to the city yesterday after a
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
"You have asked me soim twenty isee bear tracks, with adventure? How
to
of
state.
the
southern
the
part
trip
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
I
it?"
to
answer
tried
have
alljubout
Have you such a tract, imOn South Side of City.
questions;
Miss Florence Kremis, of Albuquer- - Inf
fliaiii oVtant oliitnt ,1... rw,.,, fit ,r r.f
But lie could not be tempted.
or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price?
proved
Eight-rooque, who has been visiting .Mr. and the
Bungalow. Completely furnished.
to
am
I
back
work.
Ha!
leaving
rag dances
really
don'tjmust go
If so, and you will give us price, without discounting" the
Mrs. Frank Sturges, left for home this
Best of location.
$60.00 per month.
know anything about the rag dances this afternoon and I fear a trip aafternoon.
future, we can make a sale.
...
I
Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
horse
muscles.,
wish you to make tho
and now
might upset my
.Mrs. II. SI. Cordes, who has been
j
for
ridden
haven't
feature of your story, the 'lead' as you
years."
"Do you have to .work hard, even
B.
vismng ner sister, airs. u. r,. scnu- writel.s call lti something about Santa
tor ner noine ,Fe. i do not kmnv of any greater as when you are the general superintendtins
aiternoon
lett
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
jiieiu,
in Jacksonville, 111.
get than your bracing air, sunshine, ent?"
General II. P. Robinson, superintend- - jan(j pure water. This is also a treas- ' "My dear man," replied Mr. Lovoll
IF IT'sTeAlTsTaTE
:x;
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
ent of irrigation for the Pueblo
house of history and romance and "all railroad men have o work hard."
BONDS.
REAL
INSURANCE,
dians, is at the Montezuma. His home u anl mightly pleased with it ALL!"
ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY
is in the Duke t.ity.
Thus spoke D. H. Lovell, general su- AMERICAN EXODUS FROM
Prank Butt, formerly of this city, iperintendent of the Pennsylvania
Phone, 189 J.
ENDED.
MEXICO PRACTICALLY
A
now in charge of the Albuquer-!roasystem, with offices in PhUadel-qu1 19 San Francisco
MexicoNew
:
:
Santa
Fe,
St.,
drug store of the Butt brothers, is jphia.
.Mexico City, Sept. 3. The American
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
An unassuming man. dressed in gray
here for a day or two.
exodus from Mexico City practically
DISH liS run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
1 1
EdI
S.
I I I
Ixivell.
is
a
U.
Mr.
1
Assistant
I
I
District
felt
hat
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
M
I
I
jand
wearing
M
Attorney
Ml MM II
Ml
has ceased. A score or more Ameriassortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-graward C. Wade, Jr. ,of Las Cruces, isIHe was seen at the De Vargas hotel,
inchafing dishes, on which you can cook a
at the De Vargas. Air. Wade will swinging gently in a chair and look-- j cans, who arrived here today from
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
make this city his headquarters.
ling at the mountains in the distance. terior points, called at the consulate,
L. A. HUGHES,
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
R. J. CRICHTON,
Dr. P. R. Lord, of Las Vegas, presi-C. L. POLLARD,
"You are holding down a pretty big. but have made no arrangements sotar- for proceedings. Those of the betex-i
state
the
dent
of
board
of
dental
job. aren't yon?" asked the reporter
Treasurer.
President.
Manager
Secretary.
to accept steerSAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
aminers, accompanied by Mrs. Lord, with a tone of admiration in his voice. ter classes decline
Mr. Lovell chuckled.
is spending the day in Santa Fe.
"Well, our Be pasage, but say that they are
to take accommodations on an
Roger and Wallace Fiske left today railroad is one of the prominent roads willing
for Boulder, Colo., where they will en-- i of the country, I do believe," he said Amercvan transport, where they could
ter school. Thornton Victory will modestly. "We employ 17r,,(:fill people frel assured of sanitary quarters and
Consul General
treatment.
leave tomorrow for the same place. and there are Tfl.uflO stockholders, 40ipioper
Shanklin, however, has not.' received
Mrs. A. T. Owen, who is visiting her per cent of them being women.'
"Your road makes big money?"
any intimation that Biich aj transport
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
son, Frank Owen, is from El Paso.
"The gross earnings were nearly will be sent to Mexican waters.
Texas, and not from El Rito as was
(INCORPORATED)
Mr. Lind, President Wilson's per- stated erroneously in the New Mexi-pa- five hundred millions last year, but
of course, you know, we have a great sonal
envoy, has indicated that he has
yesterday.,
many expense. Three quarters of a no intention of returning to Mexico
HIEA-IDQXJILTEIGeneral A. S. Brookes, adjutant
ReHack and
Lines.
million people depend on the salaries
cral of the state, left this afternoon
City unless assured that he could be
out
alone."
paid
Best Rigs you can
for Albuquerque
and Las Cruces,
"Is it easy to become a general su- of service in reopening the negotia
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
There he will inspect the local militia
of a great railroad?" was tions. The Mexican foreign office has
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
perintendent
made 110 move to give such assurance.
companies".
asked.
1
St.
T.
Phone
3
Francisco
San
139.
0
11 is
J. Guilfoil, who for several
some
n
quarters,
mougiu mat
He
Again Mr. Lovell chuckled.
months was assistant, traveling audt- Roofing and BuildShingles,
possibly
unexpected
developments
is
now
and
who
tor,
registrar at the anRwer the question or to let it go!'ay follow the arrival of William
of Every Description.
ing
where
Agricultural college, spent yesterdav witn a iaugh. Finally he replied:
Bayard Hale in Washington,
in the city.
'y0 niatter who enters the employ he is understood to have gone to lay
f
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts .president iOf the Pennsylvania, be he right off seme new phase of Hie situation
the New Mexico Normal University, Uhe farm or from the great universi- fere the administration,
and professor of history at the Uni- - ties, he has to be TRALVED. Do you
versity of Denver, is In the city on lunderstand? Trained In the work of
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
business. He is at the De Vargas.
jthe road. To get the higher posts, ai A Physician's Faith in
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, court stenograph-- man has to go through the lower
Tuberculosis Medicine
er for the First judicial district, is act- - jones. '
our Business Solicited
"Do you think the foreign comment
"lliivc lined
ing as court stenographer in the Sev- Alterntlve In
sev'i-ncoun-eases of t.uln'rculfii- gltinU of the
this
of
accidents
'e.nth district at the term of court In " the railroad
wit li excellent results every time.
of
mean
number
I
that the
In one c;ise it eost me ."fno. for the girl
Valencia county, held in the new court jtrv jst?
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Phone 100 and J5 .W.
killed and injured is due to gross w;m put 011 ft mily until she could nr- llouse
to 1m, operuted. nutl In n shurt
riiniie
asKea tne reporter.
carelessness?
time nn oporntlon
J
was not needed.
R. C, Dillon, of Encino, chairman of
Know.
Don't
suppose
your n rds
just ;ts line (is
They
of old. Vou know niy fulth in it."
the Torrance county road board motor- COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
"1 ho tionnla uhn run
in MlrlL'hlill of this
physician's leller u file.)
mm
cu uji lu me vupiuu jcnirmny,
have different, conditions to er Kckiniin's Artcnulve is effective in olh- Europe
Geology,
Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineerforms. Ileiid what Mrs. (Inrvin says:
spent the day here on business. He contend with. In this country there
Electrica Engineering and Mechanica' EngiFulls, Idaho.
ing,
was accompanied by Mrs. Dillon, his is a tremendous amount of
I h.ive Kuiucd
"Gentlemen
twenty-twfreight carnnd niy hilhy
pounds since liisr
neering,
wite, miss u.va uecil and i.eorge iiaKin
Is jn perfect hcullh.
huve lieen waiting
jrIeda OfKreat deaJ Inore than
course, abroad there is a since she was horn to see how I woulil
rope.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
Miss Minerva Wagner and Miss Jo-- ! great population: we will not deny,
; ov!.r Ri,. .she was foui- weeks
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe
of standard schools of mines everywhere;
close
I do not
sephine Herseh leave this afternoon that. But conditions are totally dif-- old. and I n in steadily
to a great variety of mines and smelters,
cially should you do this with your
lM!"',Te
""'
proximity
'
for Cincinnati, Ohio, where they will ferenf and the man who runs a rail2vKi!,h inZ.inXtl!"
where the various metallurgical processes are Ienter the convent Mt. Joseph's acade- - road in this country knows Hie ditli-- (Sworn Aiiidnvin mks. m. n. (lAiu iN.
Aoie .urs. i.nrvin lias seven c
lieu.
tn
culties
the
clear
Char-j
of
the
Sisters
llustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
Keep
my conducted by
Kekuian's Alterative Is en'ective In Hron
A Ht hum,
liny Fever; Tliront mid
Why, in Philadelphia
alone, tne I'liilK
ity. They will stop In Chicago for a
"purity;
good dormitory accommodations at low cos:
I. nil?? Troubles, uml in iiplnilMiiig
thu
few days. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hersch Pennsylvania has one thousand trains system. Iioos not
poisons, opijitcs
etc.
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
fiOO
or
a day running info its depots;
Ask
for
booklet
will accompany them to Lamy.
drills.
telling of roeoverit's, niul write to Meknnin
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
For full Information, or catalogue, address
A. L. Morrison, past exalted ruler of ;traills n,n int0 tl,e Broad street fta' liUlionilory, I'lillnrielnliiu. I :i for more
400
Mil lending
station.
the
into
Camden
hv
tion
and
For
druggists
the Elks and for years in the traveling
CO.
HAY AND
is
immense."
business
The
tod by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
freight
auditor's office at the capital is back in
THE kEQISTRAR
Particular Business.
Santa Fe. He has been in Gallup but
railM. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
the
Asked
why
Pennsylvania
la going to stay in this city. Mr. Mor- NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
road did not discard the dining car
Phone, Main 250.
risen was back at the piano last night
fi H
,I0UM sys. nj uiuvrLruxnnnvruxnjxnJiruuuuuarLp
eatj
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
at the Elks threatre and he says he tern, Mr. Lovell smiled.
"I do not
hopes to help discourse music at think it Is the particular business of a
many a dance.
railroad to run hotelB. I must add,
however, that I am most favorably
DISTRIBUTOR OF
with the meals of the HarI
a impressed
THE AMERICAN
.
vey house along the Santa Fe. You
little
is
and 25 minutes
get good food
enough. I think, to eat it."
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Praises Santa Fe Road?
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
"Don't you think the Santa Fe
water.
to run a main line through the
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
KAUNE
H.
GC. ought
city which christened it?" was asked.
Santa Fe, New Men.
TELEPHONE 35 J
"I am not sufficiently familiar with
Santa Fe city to Bay yes or no," re
Where Quality Governs the Price plied the prominent official. "I will
say that I think the Santa Fe a good
and Price the Quality
railroad. It is affiliated with the Penn
E
sylvania, as you doubtless know."
"Why doesn't the Santa Fe road
make it its particular business to
bring more tourists to Santa Fe?" was
the next question. "What do you suggest as the best plan to 'cop' the tourPhone 262.
ist trade?"
,
Mr. Lovell looked perplexed. He said
NO MADAM
We do not give
that he did not know just how to
first-cla- ss
premiums with our Coffee. You
power
bring people out here. "I have often
only realized the business-buildin- g
will soon be over,
The
can't make good Coffee out of
passed through Lamy myself without
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
coming up here, but finally I made up
poor Beans. You can't expect to
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE LOW RATES NOW
my mind to come to Santa Fe and I
of
out
coffee
the
make
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
good
am glad 1 did. I hope to return here
are
half
for
kinds
that
Premium,
again to see many things I have been
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
remember, you can't put the
unable to look at this trip."
Premium in the Cup Have a
"You do not know how to hriug out
100
efficient, you would specify
tourists? Aren't you the general suCup of our Coffee.
perintendent and do you not have to
40c 35c 30c
Gold Band Line
handle the transportation
problem
Bonnet te
40c
from A to Z?" asked the Interviewer.
Old Fort Mocha & Java.. ..40c
"Yes," he answered quickly, "but
40c
White House
our transportation
problem is not
RATES-EA- ST
We have to deal with large
vniirn.
...,40c
Barrington Hall
40c
numbers of people. It is not 'getting'
Liptons Yellow Label
ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30TH.
Good value the best of the
;
them, but taking care of them when
25c
cheaper coffees
they come to us. You see the
)
Our bulk coffees the same
HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
. .
.
40c
in
for
you
pay
grade
How About Pullmans.
The De Luxe Business Paper
.
cans
35c
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
Will the alert minds of the Penn
.
sylvania's great railroad system ever
COUPON
because by comparison you would find
AND
devise something superior to the presMALT
HEINZ SPICED
Col.
Co.
ent Pullmans?" was then asked, "Will
in
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper quality
SALAD
VINEGAR.
there be a sleeping car in which one
Return Limit, October 31st, I9IJ.
can get into an upper birth without a
makes stationery
character impressiveness, and all
step ladder?"
"
For particular regarding above rates, and rates to
"
PHONIT
"I haven't heard much, criticism of
really productive.
the Pullman." said the great railroad
many other points, call on or address any
KAUNE
H.
CO. man, laughing. "I meant criticism bytoday. And see the
Just specify
agent of the Santa Fe.
Americans. Of course, some of these
Let us show you samples.
difference.
foreigners coming over here talk
about the Pullmans. Here again is a
M.
.f
Where Prices
H.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGEN".
different condition. Railroad transpor
'
8Mitt Ft, N. M.
tation In Europe and railroad trans-- ,
nnnix ruvwxnnnnnnnfinnn uirb
Mr.
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IT f OOKS BRIGHT.

er sufferers, but the association met in
annual convention this week with
many delegates present to report the
progress of their sneezing affliction.
These sneezers should run over to the
high altitude section of New Mexico,
where hay fever sneezers are unknown, and where this mutual association of sneezing sufferers has no membership whatever. Clayton News.
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SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

INSURANCE

ANNOUNCEMENT
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
BILLIARD

MONTEZUMA

at

Has

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

PARLORS,

a Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANV PRICE

MARCUS CATTON,

1

of the Famous

Son

j

"BILLY"

,,.

who will manage his billiard parlors and Instruct tnose desiring to

learn the game.

All

new tables,

new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

FRANK M. JONES,

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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GANN,

Prop'r

n
European Plan.
P
Meals At AH Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec- - 1

tion. Steam Heat,
g Electric Lights and Baths.
1 RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
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Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanies.good protection

111
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival '
the north beund train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p.m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wlr Embudt,
station.
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THE VISI GRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best m the world. It has

characters with a Bingle
shift, light action and un84
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Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

CATTON,

j

-

$242,000.00.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
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The Montezuma Hotel
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Did Not Know It.
Before today we did not know there
was a national association of hay fev-
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NATIONAL

CAPITAL,

d

The past summer has been, in many respects, the most important one that
Hunts Fe 1ms known for many years and the results of the labor and the
interest shown in the future of the city by its citizens will be seen in the
years to come.
Never before has the attention of the outside world been brought to this
section of the country as it has in the last few months and never before has
Do It Alone.
this city in particular, had as much publicity as it has today.
earnest
A look at the map will disclose that
The chamber of commerce has had much to do with this and the
and intelligent effort lias been directed in efficient channels.
New Mexico borders on Old Mexico as
mad.
visit to Santa Ke
well as Texas, but the governor of
Many of the traveling public have made their first
Not Needed Here.
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Over
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which
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different opinion than that
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an
pass a law permitting women to pro- been hurt more than the
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the
and
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conveniences
marrying
the
'Fancy
erroneous impression as to the climate,
states, and the governor is pining for
marriage.
pose
driver."
of this section of .t he west.
I do not know much about Sweden someone's gore, none should interfere
"Yes, she always said she'd have
We have never had as large acquaintance as we have at the present tune
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to."
look
or
could
a
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she
a
to
up
so
us
cordial
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for
why there is need to pass a law but he should not
regard.
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expect others to aid
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State-and
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summer we will show more of the people of the United
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over
me
may
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ymiuie
of the world what we have and what we are and with the better roads
THE BYSTANDER
have the notion that a thing is not so
which we have come lo realize are among our biggest assets, we will offer
Opals Again.
until it is on the statute books, i am
SEES IT.
them further opportunities for enjoyment and recreation than have ever been
Opals are now coming into favor
to say anything about the
not
going
in
the
them
years.
before
set
prior
"
women of the land of the far away. among, those people fortunate enough
The future looks bright for Simla Fe, and with a continuance of this
cannot
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but I do know a little of the to own precious stones. For some reaits
and
either,
our
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surroundings,
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spirit of unity and of enthusiasm for
our dear land, and I want to son or other there has always been a
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of
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the prosperity
"Hair stvles less trying."
thp
tail to bring results that will add
good deal of superstition attached to
right here, that we do not need a the
fashion notes. I do not know whether
upbuilding of this section.
opal, the idea being that it brings
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or
that
other
any
thing
It has been a matter of very gneat encouragement to witness that union this means less trying to one who law
not got to help our lovely women in bad luck to the wearer. But if fashion
of action which all must have seen in the last few months, especially on the wears the style or the one who looks
decrees that this stone shall be the
members of the jar it. I do think that some of the the matter of catching the man they favorite the
part of the citizens of Santa Fe, both on the part of the
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do
not
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well.
as in dress. Anyway It Ms always
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THE CONSTANT FEAR.
jHst a8 t wag intended that he mines nine miles east of Silver City
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proper, comes out of his hole and
makes music after the rain, but the
fellow croaks loudest in
dry weather. Pecos Valley News.

fighter in the afterward. It is enoug'o
to make anyone wail to have the
stomach ache and the lesson of over-feeding is given to the youngster just
as much as to the person who has
grown up, as the mechanism of the
machine is all the same only built on
a smaller frame.
That loud, lusty yell is because the
baby is mad. He is letting you know
that the manner in which he Is being
handled is not the proper one and it
is not to show that he is going to be
a big noise when he grows to manhood at all.
These theories of the theorists
sound great but they have no significance at all.
'. The baby crieB because he's hungry or has the stomach ache or is
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MONEY

The man who makes a practice of putting his money in the bank saves
the money he would otherwise fritter away.
The old custom of keeping on hand cash to pay bills and expenses is
largely displaced by .drawing checks for the necessary sums. Money deposited with a strong financial institution, such as THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, and checked against, in addition to affording safety, saves time,
as you can write out the exact amount required and mail the check, thus
eliminating a personal call.
We invite your account,

The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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the liquid extracts of native medicinal plants, such as Blood root and Queen's root,
Golden Seal and Stone root, Cherry hark and Mandrake, for the cure of blood
diseases. This prescription as put up in liquid form was called
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TOIl centuries t has been known th'it Nature's most valuable health
1 inir amenta for the cure of disease are found in our Amprirnn foiesK.
Over forty years aeo Dr. R. V. Pierce, ehief consulting nhvsician to the Invalids'1 Sy
loU', and Surgical Institute at Buffalo, N.Y'vuaed the powdered extracts aa well as
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ICHAS.

and has enjoyed a large sale for all these years in every drug store in the
lano.
tablet form of
iou cau now UDLain me oowuereu extract n BUtrar-coate- d
your medicine dealer, or Bend fOc in one-ceDoptaire stamna tor trial box ta
nr. fierce a Invalids Hotel, Hullalo, W.Y., and tablets will be mailed, pontage prepaid
The "Golden Medical Discovery" makes rich, red blood, invigorates the
stomach, liver and bowels and through them the whole system. Skin
affections. blotehes, boils, pimples and eruptions result of bad bluod
are eradicated by this alterative extract as thousands have testihed.
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For Rent Six room house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply to David S.
Lowitzki.

E. LINNEY. Secretary.
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Clovls and v'ec.oe Valfor
he had passed over the dangerous part
train
Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Estaa
of the road leading down the hill just tn(, teams Sunday, when they made an or local municipality in which the road
girls came walking lightly along, singley points.
cia, N. M.
west of town he noticed his car tip- - automobile trip over the road to be lies and to which it belongs, the fed- ing as they came. They were clad In
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,
as
It
and
meet-lerstopped
ping to one side
government merely selecting the
great swathing veils of all the colors
improved. They conducted mass
m.
DR.
W.
HUME BROWN,
quickly as possible the investigation ings at Pajarito and Las Padillas. The road to be improved, and, through the
of the rainbow although a tint of pale
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
showed he had run within six inches Pajarito meeting was held In the secretary of agriculture, supervising
Dentist
violet seemed to predominate. One of
nect with No. 7 westbound carthe
Bob
of the embankment.
says
Ove? Spitz Jewelry 8 tor.
school house there in the morning, the performance of the work, the cost
tbem carried a tiny gilt harp, and now
culvert there is only twenty feet deep and when
Rooms
X, 2 and I.
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
as
to
same
be
the
reached
Las
of
providshe
the
rnd
would
touch
defrayed
Padillas,
they
strings
again
4 eastbound.
in day time, but on a dark night, and
Phone
6.
Red
folcourse
If
be
Mr.
act.
in
in
the
this
in
ed
some soft chord, to go with the.
the afternoon,
unexpectedly
Office Hours 8 a. nt. te I .
particularly that one, it was at least Passmore rang the school bell until lowed, the federal statutes regulating
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 1:35 p.
singing.
one thousand.
And by Appointment
m.
will not apply. Laborwas
labor
hours
of
The
remarkable
a
most
crowd
came
"Then
the
building
gathered.
A rather peculiar feature of the afin such
ers
who
and
mechanics
filled.
all.
of
the
engage
of
One
girls,
singing
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
thing
Leave
fair is the fact that Wednesday Mr.
It will not pay you to waste your
a dainty little thing with great masses
The members of the committee ad- work will not be enfployed by the govnect with No. 8 eastbound, and
Isaacs received a letter from a friend
MISS LAURA BENNETT.
of red gold hair, came up to me, time writing out your legal forms
No. 9 westbound.
of his, J. F. Semple, vice president of dressed the Las Padillas people, tell- ernment of the United States, nor is a
can get them already printwhen
the Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis, ing them about the plans for Good road so improved a public work of the
Atlantic City, SepL 3. Entrancing Stretching out a cool, slim hand and ed at you
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 11:30
tbe New Mexican Printing com
informing him of a dream he had on Roads day. The people expressed United States within the meaning of dreams, enchanting visions, sounds of touched my forehead.
a. m.
act
pan.
1892."
of
August 1,
"Then, one of by one, grew more and
the night of the above incident. Mr. themselves as willing to help, with the
the
celestial
subtle
music,
more dim, and finally dematerialized.
There are a lot of people in Wash- languid,
Semple dreamed he had seen Bob the provision that Albuquerque do its
for
Work for the New Mexican.
It is Call
"And then finally I heard a human
crawling out from under his machine share. Los Padillas people offered ington and elsewhere who are dispos- odor of rare perfumes all these came
covered in mud and barely escaping twenty-siteams and the Pajarito peo- ed to look upon such an interpretation tn a young girl as she was drowning. voice say, "Thank God she's all working for you, for Santa Fe and
Reports.
the new state.
with his life. This letter being writ- - ple offered twenty-three- .
The girl. Miss Laura Bennett, had gone right. She's coming round,"
as rather narrow.
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financier, is back in the city after an
DENOUNCES NEW STYLISH
interesting trip to Acoma where he MINISTER
witnessed an American Indian dance,
He also took in a dance at "Zuni. "Do
IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
DJR niWPPQ
you think the Indians will' ever learn;
to rag dance?" was asked. Mr. Biddle
They are Swell, at
replied: "I hardly think so unless
AND
NEWS
SUNDAY
SHOWS
to quit moving their right PICTURE
To represent his department in the iVona Ana county assessment roll has tney learn
latilBI Ulan UJC Irii.. i namuui
ol unri fni- that msntl
llnran ,.
AS WRITERS ON
Auto Delivery Every ilourl
.,,! f
trial of P. V. ..!,,
PAPERS, AS WELL
Auto Deliverv Every Hour!
with the Indian
arrested at Albuquerque for shooting the board cannot enter upon the state only wellbut impressed
A
GIVEN
I
also had a most delightDANCE FANTASTIQUE, ARE
dances
Another car of that famou EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
quail out of season. Game Warden T. wide equalization work which it had ful time
out
call
what
you
witnessing
will ouy, try it, A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
C. de Baca left for the Puke City yes"DIG" BY REV. B. Z. M'COLLOUGH.
planned, hut it was decided to take up here a 'baile.' " Mr. Biddle expects to
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unterday. It is alleged that these two i'.nd decide any appeals wholly within remain in the
is
few
a
and
days
city
a
did
to
Roswell
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
linen while motoring
cue county, in cases where reference a
OUTBEAST CORNER PLAZA.
frequent caller at the chamber of
"I am surprised that our local palittle quail shooting on the way. The ,u til,-0"I1
tllP
nil
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
nl,.,.ortWn fl"l,M'v"
commerce.
should fill its columns with such
case is being heard at Albuquerque v.liole state are not absolutely
per
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
neces
Hgme grown tomatoe8j cauliflower
that is
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
today.
sary. In this connection it might. b and aU otiler vegetables the market n.aterial (dance discussions)
B. Z. McCollough,
Rev.
stuff."
seeking for Him, in the desecrations
only
rrentioned that the Rio Grande
a( Andrews,
Mounted Police.
"I am delighted with the dance ar- ot the Sabbath day. I speak of three
Resigned From
D. V. Peacock, assessor
AND
HAYWARD
lican
WITH
r niTolnca
JNSURE
quotes
M .... 1,
tilfiri
lrcotfirffai;
t
ticles in the New Mexican.. They are things in particular in this connecaunCi.
PhoneNo-'- t
rDoiirnntinn JIB a mpnihpr of thP Vl LHMIH. Allii uuiiij no Diauue mat.
a,
tion: The laziness of people, the
and
".repealing ana mrormmroll
Meet
The
sent
assessment
the
had
Tomorrow
says
Merchants
mounted police and will go into the
nf ttie Santa Pe great stuff." Prominent Clubman 0. Sunday newspaper, and the film shop
maotinv
..
.
..
auditors
has
the
nir
llr,otur
the
receipt
traveling
lorehu seivice on cue
'I Santa Pe
...
.
. ,. ..." ....
,
u
that is run contrary to the law. There
iinnnrHinir tn an an- - Tor same, mil II sucil is uie case, uic aiercuaius associaiiuu win uc upiu w
The above express two views of the are many people who give all kinds of
L.nnnnomunt mafie this innriiinc. Mr. i traveling auditor doeB not know any-- morrow evening at eight o'clock in
'
dance" which is the topic of the excuses for not attending divine worh.. heen.. tntinned at Chimin. thine about it and cannot find the the chamber of commerce rooms. The rag
V..
comfrom the Atlantic to the Pacific.
about
committee
has
hcur,
ship. They want to lie abed and rest
soliciting
book around his office.
The Rev. B. Z. McCollough, pastor so they tell you. And yet when they
pleted its work and plans for the fuLand Sales.
ture welfare of the association will be of the First Presbyterian church took want to get up and go Np the canyon
At Roswell today. Fritz Miller, rep-- ,
1
discussed and the different commit- a fling at the rag dances, the rag on Sabbath day, there is no hardship
department,!
land
state
the
resenting
tees appointed. It is most necessary dance writers, the "movies" and the about that. Most of the excuses that
is conducting the sale of 7960 acres
- r
that every member who lias signed the Sunday papers. The meager reports are given for failure to attend seri
em
...i..,' i
of state land, which is located in south- rou an(j au those merchants who have of this sermon talked around the clubs vices are nothing but lies and by
A Nobby Line of Fall and Wintf-western Chaves county on the headnot signified their intention to join lead to other views, and a prominent means of them, people hope to hide
waters of the Felix river. September suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
At Andrews tomorrow, grapes, can-- ! Vrill be at the meeting tomorrow
club man whose name is not here their own laziness and indifference to
5th, he will sell to the highest bidder
etc.
jng. Every merchant that will attend given, voiced the opinion of a number God's call. But you won't find God
peaches, grape fruit,
MO acres of land in Roosevelt county,
Opens Today The Allison Mission this meeting will be made to realize ot Santa Feans that the. well conduct- there?
the sale being made on the steps of
schools reopened today. The attend that this reorganization means busi ed rag dance is all right and that its
the Portales court house.
"The Sunday newspaper takes away
ance was large and the prospects for ness and its success means dollars and popularity merits discussion in the the
appetite for God's house. The film
doa
e school year are considered very cents in the pocket of every person
Santa Fe papers as in the great New shop is filled with people who want
State Educational Board.
ing business in Santa Fe.
of the state.
A scheduled meeting
amusement and not a sight of God.
York papers.
Good home cooking, quick service
Don't Fail to take advantage of the
of education did not begin until
When asked for his views on the rag And when these same people come to
Cafe.
Plaza
the
N.
non-;aSalmon.
t
Cash
Sale.
this afternoon because of the
dance, the "movies," etc., Rev. Mr, Mc- cash in, suppose that they will want
Picnic and Good Things to be had
arrival of some of the members. C.
FOR RENT Five room modern Collough said today:
to rag into the kingdom of heaven
the
IC Hill of Roswell,
motored over, when dealing with
blocks from
j,ouse one an(i
"If you want to find God, where will wiUt a Sunday newspaper under their
the
have
They
while lohn R. Enloe of Silver City hardware people.
?
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
Certainly you will not And arm, with the Sunday show picture in
'and Bonafacio Montoya, of Bernalillo, prices that suit; the goods that please
Patronize the only bakery in town. him in the modern dance with its
their mind, and with the remembrance
new
were expected on the noon train. Dr. and the stock to back it up. See
Andrews
so varieties. That is not the Ol wasted hours that belong to God
or
Roberts of Las Vegas, and ,1. U. G. ad today.
The
New Light on that Rag Dance
in which God speaks to himself upon their souls! If you are
will find ma.-.good smokes m ftllowing communication, 'sent to the atmosphere I
iSwinney, of San Juan county, were in
am glad to know that j' anxious to find God, you will have to
the city this morning, and reported our cigar case. No trouble to select New Mexican, may explain certain in- the soul
while Borne of us differ on the subject go to other places ana conaitions man
early at the office of the superintend-jen- t the particular size, shape and shade cidents that occurred at the dance
For you can find Him. But
of the dance and there are members these.
of public instruction.
you like. Zook's.
given by the White Sox at the armory of this church that see no wrong in it
you will find him in His house, the
100 Doz. Pairs of Ladies Black Lisle Saturday night:
"The White Sox
YSVrVrYYYYYYYVWiWr
In the Supreme Court.
Hose, floral embroidered, regular price benefit dance given last Monday night a- it has been carried on in the past, church; you will find Him in His
Cash Sale, at the Armory Hall was the most en- yet, there are some of you who have word, the Bible; you will find Him in
75 cts., during our
In the supreme court yesterday
in the past who have no the Word made flesh, His Son our
Case No. 1556, William Praser 4 cts. a pair. N. Salmon.
joyable ever given at the armory. A championed it
!vs. The State Savings Bank, was
The Santa Fe large crowd attended and everybody use for it as it is now being carried Saviour; you will find Him in His
Named
Delegates
and submitted and today No. chamber of commerce has appointed seemed to he having the time of their on. I am glad to know that there are children, God's people."
jlf.86, Peter Roth vs. Tranquilino Yara, L. A. Hughes, M. A. Otero, Arthur Sel-- lives.
Ramirez' orchestra furnished members of this church who say that
GAME WILL
from San Miguel county, and No. 1566, Igman, J. Levy and J. H. Crist dele-- j the music and they certainly made
it has gone to such a length that now
Everything In Hardware.
BE PLAYED AT NEW YORK.
latest they can have absolutely nothing to do
with their
to the sixteenth annual conven-- erybody
jNuma Raymond ys. H. B. Holt, from
happy
Mr . H. WICKHAM
Dona Ana county, were argued and tion of the American mining congress "hits." Manager Dan Ortiz, of the with it. And I am surprised that our
LUDWKJ Wll. ILFELD.
'submitted.
which meets in Philadelphia October White Sox, was the floor manager and local paper should fill its columns with
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. The
20 to 24.
everybody congratulated him for the 8nch material that is only 'stuff' and ai my navy football game will be playLARGE ATTENDANCE AT
Nice new seedless grape fruit, 10c nice, clean way he conducted the be thus advertising the wares of those ed at the New York polo grounds on
NEW MEXICO NORMAL. each at. Andrews.
dance. It had been advertised that v,ho are 'blind leaders of the blind.' November 29. This was arranged tobe allowed after If you are seeking God, you will not go day at a conference between Secretary
One of the busiest opening days
You never go wrong in placing your "ragging" would
ever seen at the New Mexico Normal fish order with the Modern market, 11:30, but a little before the "ragging" to the modern 'rag' in order to find Dainels, Assistant Secretary Brecken-ridgto start, the police notified Man- of
University took place this morning phone 262, Frank Mourer, proprietor
and the athletic directors
Him.
One On Us In yesterday s issue ofiager Ortiz that they would stop the
v.hen the registration for the fall term
will you find flod, if you are West Point and Annapolis.
"Nor
if he allowed "ragging." Mana
started, says yesterday's Las Vegas the Xew Mexican the personal column danceOrtiz
saw Mayor Celso Lopez beOptic. The corridors and halls of the contained an item to the effect that ger
fore
the
dance
and told him that he
in
was
Santa
of
Mr.
J.
to
Abiquiu,
Stein,
Normal were crowded
capacity,
in his
to allow "ragging"
while all the rooms were filled with Fe visiting with Mr. and Mrs. J, W, was going
Norment. Mr. Stein is visiting jiigldance that night, and Mayor Lopez
students.
told Floor Manager Ortiz it was all
Solt Aggnts For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
.
The enrollment is the largest known wife and two children who are at preB- right if they started after 11:30, but
ent
la
of
institution.
here,
the
living
ir
the
history
All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
it seems after Floor Manager Ortiz
ALFALFA SEED.
Have that old iron made new, saw
the grades, students were turned away
Mayor Lopez, the mayor had a
on account of lack of room, while the Gnagey & Krvien.
conference with some of his council-men- ,
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
dewas
in
course
academic
60 Doz. Pair Men's Silk Hose, regugreatly
and by their advice he instructed
mand.
The enrollment of students lar prize 75 cts., at Sale price, 35 cts. the policemen to stop the dance if
hving outside of the city was' unusual- a pair. The Hub. N. Salmon.
they ha.d any "ragging" at all. At 12:30
Dr. Casner Sells,) Practice Dr. W. the large sign at the armory
of
"NO
Phone B,ack ly large this morning. The flow was
Phone Black
K. Graff, a dentist of. New York City, RAGGING"
students into the city yesterday
was changed to "RAG45;
numerous has purchased the practice and equip, GING" the word "NO" having been
heavy and this morning
strangers were seen making applica- went of Dr. A. J. Carner. Dr. Groff is tucked under, and Floor Manager
a graduate or the Chicago College of Ortiz instructed the orchestra to play
tion for courses at the school.
Dental Surgery and has been practic- "When the Midnight Choo Choo
ing his profession for six years and Train," etc., and all the dancers startWorking On Eddy County Books.
policemen came
Walter L. Kegel, of the traveling au-- j was a class mate of Dr. Casner. He .ed to "rag,"to and two
stop the "ragging," but
trying
ditor's office, left this afternoon for comes here highly recommended. Dr. in, was
useless as everybody refused to
ranch- it
to
time
his
will
devote
Casner
will
the
he
take
where
up
Carlsbad,
saying that the policemen had'no
work of examining he books of the ing and his business interests, remain-- j
to conle int0 tne dance nal1'
rigIlt
Fe
Santa
in
B.
ing
Eddy county officia's replacing L.
as nobody was breaking any law or
Hn,n'in
and
Hazel
witrh
Wocters, who had started the workj
"
,aBB'"B
but who has been summoned to Clay-- i Umond Cream are fine for sunburn earned on until the "Tdance, was over.
Tak-e.bottle with yCl,
ton as a witness in the trial of those and windburn.
w uen
was
great amutfeaieuL
inert;
our vacation.
interested in the Des Moines bank fail- the crowd noticed that after the
had not succeeded in stop- - .
the 'ragging,' one of them was
irs win lane up nans examinations
ping
'
.r
.
seen with a. fair senorita eniovlna: the
exclusively. E. A. Mossmann recent- noon on tne
.
X
tennis court at me santa
,
ui t,me imiiueiis. 1
jly added to the traveling auditors- Fe club today. His opponent was lagging Willi me
kind of nursing bottle you want
force is now examining the MontezuAny
wielders
racket
Moulton.
Both
iDcwnnw r.ADncw
Harry
Phone 12.
of all styles, brushes, baby $
ma Trust company at Albuquerque.
MIL, VL,rlIUlVUn UrtlULn
are endeavoring to lower tneir nanai- - nipples
most
and
the
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foods,
powders
30
athletic
the
cap of
given them by
to
careful prescription department
New Corporation.
committee. The games this morning
when ill. Zook's.
baby
help
acMexico
Lead
New
company were characterized by Gov. Otero's
The
in
We have a beautiful pattern
filed incorporation papers with the curacy in placing the ball and Mr.
we are going to
and
Blankets
Navajo
left
The
net
Moulton's smashes at the
corporation commission today.
Cash
sell them during our
capital stock is $35,000 divided into ?1 handed smashes.
Sale at. a very low price. N. SalThe very best of meats, poultry, fish, mon.
shares. The company starts business
Man Says :
with $2100 subscribed. The incorpora- sausages, ham, bacon, etc. Andrews.
Just Received our Fall line of
MODERN AND
tors are D. P. Fuller, of Denver; Dr.
Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the REladies'
suits, coats and skirts. Prices THE DflV IN CONGRESS
A.
John
and
of
C.
G. Dimcan,
Socorro,
ALWAYS
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their duties .1
Call an!
moderate. Fit
Hunter, of Denver. They each hold inspect samples. guaranteed.
Life to supply the tarly risers of this community with the very best
Muralter, the tailor.
Senate.
Dr. Duncan is the statand
700
shares,
kind
handle
the
line.
Lantern
ir.
and most
the
They
ihing
LARGE LOBBY
Resumed consideration, of tariff bill.
Elks Enjoy Themselves The Elks
concern.
the
for
agent
rewick
Is
utory
and
to
easy
that gives steady, bright light,
light, clean,
a dance last evening, one of
American Bankers' association comgave
AND
VERANDAS
nor
rn
leak.
the gale, smoke
does not blow out
their non-radances, and a merry mittee outlined before banking comSix Beaver in New Home.
All the way from 60c to $2.50.
couon
about
mittee
views
legislation.1
twenty
currency
There are now six beaver on the crowd, numbering
COMFORTABLE PORCH
By the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
Foreign relations committee reportcon- ples, spent a most pleasant evening.
upper Santa Fe river, the last
SWINGS and ROCKERS
the
your Horses and Cows.
at
Morrison
ed
nomination
of Henry
Prof.
piano,
presided
favorably
in
of
through
four
coming
signment
Remember it pays to get It at
and those who used, to attend when he Morgenthau as ambassador to Turkey.
loose
turned
Service and Cuisine
(good shape and being
had charge of the music, will know
Lobby committee temporarily closed
the Best in the City
above monument rock in the neighbor-- i that there was no fault to find on that its hearings.
facilities for large
My
Ample
hood of the rangers cabin. Still others score last'
are
West Virginia coal strike committee
and small banquets.
evening. These dances
arrange-- I
will be planted up there,
a
number
resumed its investigation, with coal
growing in popularity and
nients having been made to have sev-- ! will probably be given during the fall operators testifying.
eral more sent down from Chama and and winter.
House.
Wanted fifty men for board and
Passed 'Hetch-Hetchreservoir bill
vicinity.
AMERICAN PLAN
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza granting San Francisco use of
SPECIAL RATES
Meets.
Board
Cafe.
Room With Bath, $3.00 Dp.
basin.
Equalization
BY THE WEEK
met
M. M. Mulhall continued bis testiRich Man Studies Dances William
The state board of equalization
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
for a few minutes this morning and C. Biddle, a prominent Philadelphia mony before lobby committee.
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few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
these same lots sold for
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently
business man who
a
certain
A
few
ago,
to
from $600
days
$1,250.
has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he ocbought the place, but paid
cupied several times over in rentals,
could
have
he
more
got it for at the outset.
than
about four times
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Diego Heights and are
purchased beautiful residence
this splendid,
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homes
themselves
build
to
now planning
FE PLAN.
avenue, all of which will be on the NEW OLD SANTA

Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
that we can ail afford will not be had again for many a day. Only
a few of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain to
be sold. Special prices, special terms, selected patrons, time payavenue, alments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful,
leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have In its truest sense,
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